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COMPARISON OF ALGEBRAIC AND SYMPLECTIC 
GROMOV-WITTEN INVARIANTS* 

JUN Lit AND GANG TIAN* 

1. Introduction. As Witten suggested in [Wl], [W2], the GW-invariants for a 
symplectic manifold X are multi-linear maps 

(1.1.1) JI^ : H*(X;Qrn x ir(OT5,„;Q) —> Q, 

where A G ^(X,Z) is any homology class, n, g are non-negative integers and 9Jl5,n 
is the moduli space of stable n-pointed genus g curves. The basic idea of defining 
such invariants is to enumerate holomorphic maps from Riemann surfaces to X. To 
illustrate this, we let X be a smooth protective manifold and form the moduli space 
9Jlpjn(X, A) of all holomorphic maps / : S -> X from smooth n-pointed Riemann 
surfaces (S; a;i,... , xn) to X such that /*([£]) = A. 9Jlgin(X, A) is a quasi-projective 
scheme and its expected dimension can be calculated using the Riemann-Roch the- 
orem. We will further elaborate the notion of expected dimension later. For the 
moment we will denote it by rexp- Note that it depends implicitly on the choice of X, 
A, g and n. When rexp = 0, then ?Mgin(X,A) is expected to be discrete. If 9Jlgin(X,A) 
is discrete, then the degree of DJlg^X, A), considered as a 0-cycle, is the GW-invariant 
of X. We remark that we will ignore the issue of non-trivial automorphism groups 
of maps in 9Jlg^n(X, A) in the introduction. When reXp > 0, then 9Jl^)n(X, A) is ex- 
pected to have pure dimension rexp. If it does, then we pick n subvarieties of X, 
say Vi,... , Vn, so that their total codimension is rexp. We then form a subscheme of 
97t5jn(X, A) consisting of maps / of which f(xi) G Vi. This subscheme is expected to 
be discrete. It it does, then its degree is the GW-invariant of X. Put them together, 
we obtain the GW-invariants 7^ n of X. This is similar to the construction of the 
Donaldson polynomial invariants for 4-manifolds. 

Here are the two big ifs in carry out this program. 
Question I: Whether the moduli scheme 9Jtgjn(X,A) has pure dimension rexp? 
Question II: Whether the subschemes of %Jlgin(X,A) that satisfy certain inci- 

dence relations have the expected dimensions? 
Similar to Donaldson polynomial invariants, the affirmative answer to the above 

two questions are in general not guaranteed. One approach to overcome this difficulty, 
beginning with Donaldson's invariants of 4-manifolds, is to "deform" the moduli prob- 
lems and hope that the answers to the "deformed" moduli problems are affirmative. 
In the case of GW-invariants, one can deform the complex structure of the smooth 
variety X to not necessary integrable almost complex structure J and study the 
same moduli problem by replacing holomorphic maps with pseudo-holomorphic maps. 
This was investigated by Gromov [Gr], and Ruan [Ru] in which he constructed cer- 
tain GW-invariants of rational type for semi-positive symplectic manifolds. The first 
mathematical theory of GW-invariants came from the work of Ruan and the second 
author, in which they found that the right set up of GW-invariants for semi-positive 
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manifolds can be provided by using the moduli of maps satisfying non-homogeneous 
Cauchy-Riemann equations. In this set up, they constructed the GW-invariants of 
all semi-positive symplectic manifolds and proved fundemantal properties of these 
invariants. All Fano-manifolds and Calabi-Yau manifolds are special examples of 
semi-positive symplectic manifolds. 

Attempts to push this to cover general symplectic manifolds so far have failed. 
New approaches are needed in order to get a hold on the GW-invariants of general 
varieties (or symplectic manifolds). The first step is to convert the problem of counting 
mappings, which essentially is homology in nature, into the frame work of cohomology 
theory of the moduli problem. More precisely, we first compactify the moduli space 
9Jtgin(X,A) to, say, 9Jlgin(X, A). We require that the obvious evaluation map 

e:mg,n(X)A)—>Xn 

that sends (/; E; xi,... , xn) to (/(^i),... , f(xn)) extends to 

e-M9,n{X,A)-*Xn. 

We further require that if 9JlP)n(X, A) has pure dimension rexp, then 9Jlp)n(X, A) 
supports a fundamental class 

p3;„(X, A)) £ H2rmxp(Mg,n(X, A); Q). 

Then the GW-invariants of X are multi-linear maps 

(1.1.2) 7£^:ir(X)x"xir(M9,n)^Q 

that send (a, /3) to 

7A,p>n(«i/')= L e»U7rm 
[<mg,n(x,A)] 

where TT : 9Jlg,n(X, A) -± 9Jtp,n is the forgetful map. Note that in such cases the 
GW-invariants are defined without reference to the answer to question 11. 

Even when the answer to question I is negative, we can still define the GW- 
invariants if a virtual moduli cycle 

[mg,n(X,A)f € H2rcxpmg,n(X, A); Q) 

can be found that function as the fundamental cycle [fJJtgin(X,A)] should the di- 
mension of 9Jlgin(X,A) is rexp- In this case, we simply define 7^jn as before with 

Pp.nCY, A)] replaced by pp,n(X, A)]vir. 
The standard compactification of %Jlgin(X, A) is the moduli space of stable mor- 

phisms from n-pointed genus g curves, possibly nodal, to X of the prescribed funda- 
mental class. This was first studied for pseudo-holomorphic maps by Parker and 
Wolfson [PW] and in algebraic geometry by Kontsevich [Ko]. Because points of 
the compactification 3Jlp)n(X, A) are maps / whose domains have n-marked points 
xi,... ,Xn, the evaluation map e extends canonically to e that sends such map / to 
(/Oi),-.- JM). _ 

The virtual moduli cycles [9Jlgin(X, A)]vir for projective variety X were first con- 
structed by the authors. Their idea is to construct a virtual normal cone embedded 
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in a vector bundle based on the obstruction theory of stable morphisms [LT1]. An al- 
ternative construction of such cones was achieved by Behrend and Fantechi [BF, Be]. 
For general symplectic manifolds, such virtual moduli cycles were constructed by 
the authors, and independently, by Fukaya and Ono [FQ, LT2]. Shortly after them, 
Siebert [Si] and Ruan [Ru2] gave different constructions of such virtual moduli cycles. 
Both Siebert and Ruan's approach relied on constructing global, finite-dimensional 
resolutions of so the called cokernel bundles (cf. [Si] and [Ru2], Appendix). 

However, one question remains to be investigated. Namely, if X is a smooth pro- 
tective variety then on one hand we have the algebraically constructed GW-invariants, 
and on the other hand, by viewing X as a symplectic manifold using the Kahler form 
on X, we have the GW-invariants constructed using analytic method. These two ap- 
proaches are drastically different. One may expect, although far from clear, that for 
smooth projective varieties the algebraic GW-invariants and their symplectic coun- 
terparts are identical. 

The main goal of this paper is to prove what was expected is indeed true. 

THEOREM 1.1. Let X be any smooth projective variety with a Kahler form u. 
Then the algebraically constructed GW-invariants of X coincide with the analytically 
constructed GW-invariants of the symplectic manifold (Xtop,a;). 

The proof of this paper was outlined in [LT3]. During the preparation of the 
paper, we learned from B. Siebert that he was able to prove a similar result. 

We now outline the proof of our Comparison Theorem. We begin with a few 
words on the algebraic construction of the virtual moduli cycle. Let w £ 9Jt5)n(X, A) 
be any point associated to the stable morphism / : S —>■ X. It follows from the 
deformation theory of stable morphisms that there is a complex Cw, canonical up to 
quasi-isomorphisms, such that its first cohomology ^(Cw) is the space of the first 
order deformations of the map w, and its second cohomology T-L2{CW) is the obstruction 
space to deformations of the map w. Let ipw be a Kuranishi map of the obstruction 
theory to deformations of w. Note that ipw is the germ of a holomorphic map from 
a neighborhood of the origin o G Cmi to Cm2, where m; = dim'Hi(Cw). Let 6 be the 
formal completion of Cmi along o and let w be the subscheme of 6 defined by the 
vanishing of (pw. Note that w is isomorphic to the formal completion of 9Jlp)n(X, A) 
along w (Here as before we will ignore the issue of automorphism groups of maps 
in yRg,n(X,A)). This says that "near" w the scheme 50T5)n(X, A) is a "subset" of 
Cmi defined by the vanishing of m2-equations. Henceforth, if these equations are 
in general position, then dim it) = mi — rag, which is the expected dimension fexp 
we mentioned before. The case where 9Jtpjn(X, A) has dimension bigger than Tgxp is 
exactly when the vanishing locus of these rag-equations in ipw do not meet properly 
near o. Following the excess intersection theory of Fulton and MacPherson [Fu], the 
"correct" cycle should come from first constructing the normal cone Ca/d to w in 6, 
which is canonically a subcone of w x C712, and then (topologically) intersect the cone 
with the zero section of w x Cm2 -» w. To make sense of this we need to construct 
.a pair consisting of a global cone of a vector bundle over 9Jl5)n(X, A) so that its 
restriction to w is the pair C^/^ C w x Cm2. This requires patching these cones 
together to form a global cone. The main difficulty in doing so comes from the fact 
that the dimensions H2(CW) may vary as w vary while only dimH1 (Cw) - dimH2(Cw) 
is a topological number. This makes the cones C^/Q to sit inside bundles of varying 
ranks. To overcome this difficulty, the authors come with the idea of finding a global 
Q-vector bundle E2 over fJJlgyn(X,A) and a subcone iV of E2 such that near fibers 
over K;, the cone iV is a (canonical) fattening of the cone C^/o (See section 3 or [LT1] 
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for more details). In the end, we let j be the zero section of E2 and let j* be the 
Gysin map 

A*E2^AM9AX,A), 

where A* denotes the Chow-cohomology group with rational coefficient (see [Fu, Vi]). 
Then the algebraic virtual moduli cycle is 

[mg,n(x, A)]™ = j*([N]) e Arexpmg<n(x, A). 

Now let us recall briefly the analytic construction of the GW-invariants of sym- 
plectic manifolds. Let (X,u) be any smooth symplectic manifold with J a tamed 
almost complex structure. For A, g and n as before, we can form the moduli space 
of J-holomorphic maps /: E -)• X where S are n-pointed genus g smooth Riemann 
surfaces such that /*([£]) = A. We denote this space by 0Jl5)n(X, A)J. It is a finite di- 
mensional topological space. As before, we compactify it to include all J-holomorphic 
maps whose domains are possibly with nodal singularities. We denote the compact- 
ified space by SDT^^X, A)J. To proceed, we embed 9Jtg,n(X, A)J inside an ambient 
space B and realize it as the vanishing locus of a section of a "vector bundle". With- 
out being precise, the space B is the space of all smooth maps from possibly nodal 
n-pointed Riemann surfaces to X, the fiber of the bundle over / are all (0, l)-forms 
over domain(/) with values in f*Tx and the section of the bundle is the one that 
sends / to df. We denote this bundle by E and the section by $. It follows from 
the construction that ^~1(0) is homeomorphic to 9Eft5)n(X, A)J. In this setting, defin- 
ing the GW-invariants of (X, CJ) is essentially about constructing the Euler class of 
[$:B —> E]. Such construction is not obvious since B is an infinite dimensional topo- 
logical space. Although at each w G $~1(0) the formal differential d$(w) iT^B —> Ew 

is Fredholm, which has real index 2rexp, the conventional perturbation scheme does 
not apply directly since near maps in B whose domains are singular the space B is 
not smooth and E does not admit local trivializations. To overcome this difficulty, in 
[LT2] the authors introduced the notion of weakly Q-Fredholm bundles, showed that 
[$:B -)> E] is a weakly (Q-Fredholm bundle and that any weakly Q-Fredholm bundle 
admits an Euler class. Let 

e[$:B->E]GF2rexp(B:;Q) 

be the Euler class. Since the evaluation map of 9Jlgin(X, A)J extends to an evaluation 
map e : B ->► Xn, the Euler class, which will also be referred to as the symplectic 
virtual cycle of Wtgtn(X, A)J, defines a multi-linear map 7^n as in (1.1.1). 7^n 

are symplectic GW-invariants. 
We will review the notion of weakly smooth Fredholm bundles in section 2. Here 

to say the least, [<£ :B —> E] is weakly Fredholm means that near each point of $_1(0) 
we can find a finite rank subbundle V of E such that U = $_1(V) is a smooth finite 
dimensional manifold, V := V\u is a smooth vector bundle and the lift (/): U ->• V 
of $ is smooth. (Note that the rank of V may vary but dimK U - rankK V = 2rexp). 
For such finite dimensional models [<f> : U -+ V], which are called weakly smooth 
approximations, we can perturb (j) slightly to obtain <// so that (/>/~'1(0) are smooth 
manifolds in U. Note dim(j),~1(0) = 2rexp. To construct the Euler class, we first cover 
a neighborhood of $""1.(0) in B by finitely many such approximations that satisfy 
certain compatibility condition. We then perturb each section in the approximation 
and obtain a collection of locally closed Q-submanifolds of B of dimension 2rexp- By 
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imposing certain compatibility condition on the perturbations, this collection of Q- 
submanfolds patch together to form a 2rexp-dimensional cycle in B, which represents 
a homology class in H2rexp (B; Q). This is the Euler class of [$ :B ->• E]. 

Now we assume that X is a smooth projective variety and a; is a Kahler form 
of X. Let J be the complex structure of X. Then Tlgin(X,A) is homeomorphic 
to VJlg\n(X,A)J. The two GW-invariants 7^>n and 7^n will be identical if the 

homology classes [VJlg^X, A)}yiT and e[$ : B -> E] are identical. Here we view 
plg,n(X, A)]v'ir as a class in iI*(B; Q) using 

fmg9n{X, A) -homeo SWp.nC-Y, A)J C B. 

To illustrate why these two classes are equal, let us examine the following simple 
model. Let Z be a compact smooth variety and let E be a holomorphic vector bundle 
over Z with a holomorphic section 5. There are two ways to construct the Euler class 
of E. One is to perturb s to a smooth section r so that the graph of r is transversal 
to the zero section of E. The Euler class of E is the homology class in fZ*('Z;(Q)) of 
r~1(0). This is the topological construction of the Euler class of E. The algebraic 
construction is as follows. Let t be a large scalar and let ris be the graph of ts in the 
total space of E. Since s is an algebraic section, it follows that the limit 

Toos = lim Tts 
£->-oo 

is a complex dimension dim Z cycle supported on union of subvarieties of E. We 
then let r be a smooth section of E in general position and let Foos H IY be their 
intersection. Its image in Z defines a homology class in .£Z*(Z;(Q)). It is a classical 
result that this also defines the Euler class e(E). 

Back to our construction of GW-invariants, the analytic construction of GW- 
invariants, which was based on perturbations of sections in the finite dimensional 
models (weakly smooth approximations) [(j) : U —> V], is clearly a generalization 
of the topological construction of the Euler classes of vector bundles. As to the 
algebraic construction of GW-invariants, it is based on a cone in a Q-vector bundle 
over 9Jlp5n(X, A). Comparing to the algebraic construction of the Euler class of E ->• 
Z, what is missing is the section 5 of which the cone is the limit of the graphs of 
its dilations. Following [LT1], the cone Foo*? only relies on the restriction of s to an 
"infinitesimal" neighborhood of s_1(0) in Z, and can also be reconstructed using the 
Kuranishi maps of the obstruction theory to deformations of points in 5~1(0) induced 
by the defining equation 5 = 0. Along this line, to each finite dimensional model 
[0: U -^ V] we can form a cone Foo^ = limF^ in V|0-i(o). Hence to show that the 
two virtual moduli cycles coincide, it suffices to establish a relation, similar to quasi- 
isomorphism of complexes, between the cone N constructed based the obstruction 
theory of DJlgin(X,A) and the collection {Foo^}. This is reduced to showing that 
the obstruction theory to deformations of maps in DJlg9n(X, A) is identical to the 
obstruction theory to deformations of elements in (/>~1(0) induced by the defining 
equation </>. This identification of two obstruction theories follows from the canonical 
isomorphism of the Cech cohomology and the Dolbeault cohomology of vector bundles. 

The layout of the paper is as follows. In section two, we will recall the analytic 
construction of the GW-invariants of symplectic manifolds. We will construct the Eu- 
ler class of [$: B -> E] in details using the weakly smooth approximations constructed 
in [LT2]. In section three, we will construct a collection of holomorphic weakly smooth 
approximations for projective manifolds. The proof of the Comparisom Theorem will 
occupy the last section of this paper. 
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2. Symplectic construction of GW invariants. The goal of this section is to 
review the symplectic construction of the GW-invariamts of algebraic varieties. We will 
emphasize on those parts that are relevant to our proof of the Comparison Theorem. 
In this section, we will use the standard notation in real differential geometry. 

We begin with the symplectic construction of GW-invariants. Let X be a smooth 
complex projective variety, and let A G H2(X, Z) and let g, n G Z be fixed once and 
for all. We recall the notion of stable Cz-maps [LT2, Definition 2.1]. 

DEFINITION 2.1. An n-pointed stable map is a collection (/;E;a;i... ,xn) con- 
sisting of an n-pointed connectedprestable complex curve (£; xi,... , xn) possibly with 
normal crossing singularity and a smooth map f : S -» X such that every rational 
component of E that contains at most two nodal and marked points altogether has 
non-trivial image under f. 

For convenience, we will abbreviate (/; E; xi,... , xn) to (/; E; 1^). Often, we will 
use C to denote an arbitrary stable map and use fc and Ec to denote its corresponding 
mapping and domain. Two stable maps (/; E; "of) and (/'jE^lf) are said to be 
equivalent if there is an isomorphism piE —> E' such that /' o p = / and p(!&) — V- 
When (/; E; it) = (/'; E'; "^), such a p is called an automorphism of (/; E; it). 

We let B be the space of equivalence classes [C] of Cz-stable maps C such that 
the arithmetic genus of E^ is g and /c*([E]) = A G ^(X^Z). Note that B was 
denoted by Tl

A{X^g^n) in [LT2]. Over B there is a generalized bundle E defined as 
follows. Let C be any stable map and let /: E -* X be the composite of / with 
TT : E -> E, where E is the normalization of E. We define A^'1 to be the space of all 
(7/~1-smooth sections of (0, l)-forms of E with values in f*Tx- Assume C and C are 
two equivalent stable maps, then there is a canonical isomorphism A^',1 = A^'1. We 
let A^j be A^'1/ Aut(C). Then the union 

E= u Ao,i 
A[C] 

[C]€B 

is a fibration over B whose fibers are finite quotients of infinite dimensional linear 
spaces. There is a natural section 

$:B—KE 

defined as follows. For any stable map C with mapping /:E —> X, we define $(C) to 
be the image of df G A^v1 in A^j. Obviously, for C ~ C we have $(C) = <f>(C'). Thus 
$ descends to a map B -> E, which we still denote by $. 

From now on, we will denote by 9Jlgjn(X,A) the moduli scheme of stable mo- 
prhisms f:C-tX from n-pointed genus g curves C (possibly with nodal singularities) 
toX with/♦([C]) = A. 

LEMMA 2.2. The vanishing locus of $ is canonically homeomorphic to the un- 
derlying topological space of Wig,n(X, A). 

Proof. A stable Cz-stable map C in B is in the vanishing locus of $ if and only if 
fc is holomorphic. Since Ec is compact, C is the underlying analytic map of a stable 
morphism. This induces a canonical map $_1(0) ->• 9Jlgin(X,A)top. It is easy to see 
that it is bijective and continuous. This proves the lemma. □ 

To discuss the smoothness of $, we need the local uniformizing charts of $: B -> E 
near $~1(0). Let w G B be any point represented by the stable map (/o; EQ; it) with 
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automorphism group Gw. We pick integers r > 0 and smooth ample divisor H with 
[H] - [A\ = r such that any point x € /^(^O '1S contained in the smooth locus of EQ 

and 

(2.2.1) Im{df0(x))+TMx)H = TMx)X. 

Now let U C B be a sufficiently small neighborhood of w 6 B and let U be the 
collection of all (C; it) where C G U and "^ = (zn+u • • • , zn+r) of which the z^s are 
an ordering of the discrete set of /^(iJ). By making U sufficiently small, we can 
assume without loss of generality that for all C G U we have card(/(7

1(iJ)) = r.1 Let 
TTU : U -» U be the projection that sends (C; "^) to C. Clearly, Gw acts on TT^CU;) 

canonically by permuting their (n + r)-marked points. Namely, for any a G Gw 

and C G Tr^1^) with marked points zi,... ,^n+r3 cr(C) is the same map with the 
marked points a(zi)J... ,cr(^n_j_r). In particular, we can view Gw as a subgroup of 
the permutation group 5n+r • Note that if If is in general position then elements in U 
have no non-trivial automorphisms and have distinct marked points. Let Gjj = Gw. 
Since fibers of TTU are invariant under G^j TTU induces a map XJ/Gjj —> U, which 
is obviously a covering2 if U is sufficiently small, TTU : U ->• U is called a local 
uniformizing chart of w G B. Next, we look at the bundle E. Let U -> U be as 
before. We let 

E0=UAca 

and let $u : U ->► E^ be the section that sends (C,!?) to dfc- Then ^^ is G^- 
equivariant and $|u : U -> E|u is the descent of $JJ/GJJ : U/Gu ->> FIJJ/GJJ. 

Note that fibers of E^ over U are linear spaces. In the following, we will call 
A = (U, EJJ, $IJ,GU) a uniformizing chart of (B, E, $) over U. 

In case V C U is an open subset, we let V = ^^(V), let G^ = G^, let 

Ey = Eul^ and let ^ = $ulv- ^^ data ^ — (^^^V'^V'^v) a^so forms a 

uniformizing chart of (B,E, $). We call it the restriction of the original chart to V, 
and denote it by A|v. We can also construct uniformizing charts by pull back. Let 
Gy be a finite group acting effectively on a topological space V, let G^ —> GJJ be a 
homomorphism and ip: V -> U be a GY-equivariant map so that V/G^ ->• V/Gjj 
is a local covering map. Then we set Ey = ^*Eu and $Y — (^*^u- T^6 data 
A' = (VJEYJ^V'^V) ^

S
 
also a uniformizing chart. We will call A' the puil bade 

of A, and denote it by ip*A. In the following, we will denote the collection of all 
uniformizing charts of (B, E, $) by £. 

The collection € has the following compatibility property. Let 

Ai = (Ui,Eu..,*u.,Gu.),    i = !,...,*;, 

be a collection of uniformizing charts in £ over Ui C B respectively. Let p G nfLiU; be 
any point. Then there is a uniformizing chart A = (V, E^, 3>v> ^v) oyer V C fl^Ui 

1In case X is a symplectic manifold, then we should use locally closed real codimension 2 sub- 
manifold instead of H, as did in [LT2]. Here we use this construction of uniformizing charts because 
it is compatible to the construction of atlas of the stack 9Jlgjn(X, A) in algebraic geometry. 

2In this paper we call p: A —>- B a covering if p is a covering projection [Sp] and #(p~1(x)) is 
independent of x G B. We call p: A —> B a local covering if p(A) is open in B and p: A —> p(A) is a 
covering. 
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with p G V such that there are homomorphisms Gy -> (7^. and equivariant local 

covering maps ipi: V -> w^1 (V) C Ui compatible with V -& V and TT^J
1

. (V) —> V C 
Ut, such that &*(&■&.,§■&.) = (E^,$y). In this case, we say A is finer than Ai|v. 

The main difficulty in constructing the GW invariants in this setting is that the 
smoothness of (U,Ejj,$u) 1S unclear when U contains maps whose domains are 
singular. To overcome this difficulty, the authors introduced the notion of generalized 
Predholm bundles in [LT2]. The main result of [LT2] is the following theorem that is 
fundamental to the construction of the GW invariants of symplectic manifolds. 

THEOREM 2.3. The data [$:B -> E] is a generalized oriented Fredholm V-bundle 
of relative index 2rexp, where rexp = ci (X) • A + n + (n — 3) (1 — g) is half of the virtual 
(real) dimension of<&~l{Qi). 

THEOREM 2.4. For any generalized oriented Fredholm V-bundle [$ :B ->• E] of 
relative index r, we can assign to it an Euler class e([$ :B -)• E]) in ffr(B;Q) that 
satisfies all the expected properties of the Euler classes. 

As explained in the introduction, the pairing of the Euler class of [$ :B —> E] with 
the tautological topological class provides the symplectic version of the GW invariants 
of X. Further, the Comparison Theorem we set out to prove amounts to compare this 
Euler class with the image of the virtual moduli cycle [9Jlgin(X, >l)]vir in Hr(B; Q) via 
the inclusion DJlgin(X, A)top C B. In the remainder part of this section, we will list 
the properties of [$: B -> E] that are relevant to the construction of its Euler class. 
This list is essentially equivalent to saying that [$: B —> E] is a generalized oriented 
Predholm V-bundle. After that, we will construct the Euler class of [$ :B -> E] in 
details. 

We begin with the notion of weakly smooth structure. A local smooth approxi- 
mation of [$:B -+ E] over U C B is a pair (A, V), where A = (U, E^, $u> ^u) ^s a 

uniformizing chart over U and V is a finite equi-rank Gfj-vector bundle over U that 
is a Gjj-equivariant subbundle of E^ such that 

is an equi-dimensional smooth manifold, 

V-Vlu 

is a smooth vector bundle and the lifting 0v * U ->■ V of $u| J7 is a smooth section. An 
orientation of (A, V) is a G^-invariant orientation of the real line bundle Atop(TU) 0 
At0P(y)-1 over U. We call rankF - dimll the index of (A, V) (We remind that 
all ranks and dimensions in this section are over reals). Now assume that (A', V) is 
another weakly smooth structure of identical index over U7 C B. We say that (A', V) 
is finer than (A, V) if the following holds. 
(1). The restriction A'lu'nu is finer than A|u'nu; 
(2). If we let (p: ^(U' n U) -> TT^OJ' fl U) be the covering map then ^*V C 
^*Eu EE Eu, U-i(u'nu) is a subbundle of Vh-ip,^; 

(3). For any w e U' D ^uH0) the homomorphism TyjU1 -> (V'ltp*V)\w induced 
by d(j)vi(w) : TwU' ->• V'\w is surjective, and the map (p^i^V) ->• U induced by 
if is a local diffeomorphism between smooth manifolds. Note that the last condi- 
tion implies that if we identify T^^U with Tw(/)^}(^o*V) C TyjU', then the induced 
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homomorphism 

(2.2.2) TwU,/Trtw)U-+{V'/<p*V)\w 

is an isomorphism. In case both (A, V) and (A', V) are oriented, then we require that 
the orientation of (A, V) coincides with that of (A', V) based on the isomorphism 

(2.2.3) A^CZ^') 0 A^V'U)-1 - Atop(r^w?7) 0 A*0^^))-1 

induced by (2.2.2). 
Now let 21 = {(Ai,Vi)}iejc be a collection of oriented smooth approximations of 

(B, E, $). In the following, we will denote by Ui the open subsets of B such that A* 
is a smooth chart over Ui. We say 21 covers o-1 (0) if ^~1 (0) is contained in the union 
of the images of Ui in B. 

DEFINITION 2.5. An index r oriented weakly smooth structure of (B,E, $) is a 
collection 21 = {(Ai, Vi^i^jc of index r oriented smooth approximations such that 21 
covers $~1(0) and that for any (Ai, Vi) and (Aj. Vj) in 21 with p 6 Ui HUj, there is 
a (A*, Vjfe) G 21 such that p G U^ and (A^, Vfc) is finer than (Ai, Vi) and (Aj, Vj). 

Let 21' be another index r oriented weakly smooth structure of (B, E, 3>). We say 
21' is finer than 21 if for any (A, V) 6 21 over U C B and p € U fl ^(O), there is 
a (A', V) £ 21' over U' such that p G U' and (A7, V) is finer than (A, V). We say 
that two weakly smooth structures 2li and 2I2 are equivalent if there is a third weakly 
smooth structure that is finer than both 2li and 2I2. 

PROPOSITION 2.6 ([LT2]). The tuple (B,E,$) constructed at the beginning of 
this section admits a canonical oriented weakly smooth structure of index 2rexp. 

We remark that the construction of such a weakly smooth structure is the core 
of the analytic part of [LT2]. 

In the following, we will use the weakly smooth structure of [$ : B -> EJ to 
construct its Euler class. The idea of the construction is as follows. Given a local 
smooth approximation (A, V) over U C B, it associates a finite dimensional model 
consisting of a smooth manifold U, a vector bundle V over U and a smooth section 
<t>v:U —> V. Following the topological construction of the Euler classes, we perturb 
</>v to a new section 0v : U —> V so that ^v is transversal to the zero section of V. 
With special care, the currents {(/vW) Patch together to form a well-defined cycle 
in B. The Euler class of [$ :B -> E] is the homology class represented by this cycle. 
As is clear from this description, the main difficulty of this construction is how to 
make sure that the currents {(/vWI patch together. 

Let 21 = {(AQ,, VcJIaeA: be the weakly smooth structure provided by Propo- 
sition 2.6. For convenience, for any a G /C we will denote the corresponding uni- 
formizing chart Aa by (TJ(X:'Eon<&onGa)> Accordingly, we will denote the projection 
KUct • Ua ->• Ua by 7ra, denote $~

1
(VQ:) by Ua, denote Va\ua by Va and denote 

the lifting of ^a|c/« -Ua -* Ea|c/a by (fra'-Ua —> Va. Without loss of generality, we 
can assume that for any approximation (Aa, Va) G 21 over UQ, and any U' C UQ,, 

the restriction (Aa, V^lu' is also a member in 21. In the following, we call subsets 
5 C UQ, symmetric if S = TT^ H71"** (£'))• 

Our first step is to pick a covering data for $~1(0) C B provided by the following 
covering lemma. 

LEMMA 2.7 ([LT2]). There is a finite collection C C /C and a total ordering of 
C of which the following holds: the set $~1(0) is contained in the union of {Ua}aeci 
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for any pair a < (3 € £ the approximation (Ap,Vp) is finer than the approximation 
(Aa,Va). 

Proof. The lemma is part of Proposition 2.2 in [LT2]. It is proved there by using 
the stratified structures of (B, E, $). Here we will give a direct proof of this by using 
the definition of smooth approximations and by ctssuming $~1(0) is triangulable. 
This is the case when X is projective. Let k be the real dimension of $_1(0). To 
prove the lemma, we construct k + 1 subsets £k,...',£o C /C such that for each 
crE U^LQA there is an open symmetric subset U^ <E UQ; such that in addition to 
U'a = Uar\ TTaHU'a) <E Ua we have: (1) for each i < k the set 

(2.2.4) Z^S-^-U^U^.U;, 

is a triangulable space whose dimension is at most i — 1; (2) For any pair of dis- 
tinct (a,/3) E £i x £j with i < j, the restriction (Aa,Va)\u'anu' is finer than 
(A/?, V/^lu'^nu' • We will construct £i inductively, starting from £&. We first pick a 
finite £k C K, so that UaGjcfeUa D $~1(0). This is possible since $~1(0) is compact. 
Since ^~1(0) is triangulable, we can find a symmetric U^ C Ua for each a E £k so 
that {U^}aG£fc is disjoint, U^ (E Ua and the Zk defined in (2.2.4) is trangulable with 
dimension at most k — 1. Now we assume that we have found £&,... , £{ as desired. 
Then for each x E Z; we can find a neighborhood O of x E B such that for any 
a E Uj>i£j either a; E UQ, or O D XJf

a = 0. Let 2^ be those a in Uj>i£j such that 
x E UQJ. Then by the property of 21 there is a p E /C so that (A^, V/j) is finer than 
(Aa, VaJlu^ for all a E Xx. Without loss of generality, we can assume that Up C O. 
Then (A^, "Vp) is finer than (Aa, Va) for all a E Uj>i£j. Since Z^ is compact, we can 
cover it by finitely many such (A/?, V/?)'s, say indexed by £;_i C JC. On the other 
hand, since Zi is triangulable with dimension at most i — 1, we can find symmetric 
U^ C Ua for each a E £i-i so that U^ <£ Ua for Q E £i-i and Zi — UQ^/V^U'Q, is 
trianglable with dimension at most i — 2. This way, we can find the set £&,... , £o as 
desired. In the end, we simply put £ = U^LQA. We give it a total ordering so that 
whenever a E A? i > j and /? E £j then a < /?. This proves the Lemma. D 

We now fix such a collection £ once and for all. Since £ is totally ordered, in the 
following we will replace the index by integers that range from 1 to #(£) and use k 
to denote an arbitrary member of £. Let {^ : £/& -»> T4}fce£ be the corresponding 
collection of finite dimensional models. We now build the comparison data into the 
collection {Uk}kec and {Vk}ke£> We denote the composite £/& —> XJk -> B by £&. For 
any pair k > I, we set t^,/ = ^(^(Ui)), which is contained in [/&. Then there is a 
canonical map and a canonical vector bundle inclusion 

(2.2.5) fi-Ukj^Ut    and   (/Jnty-^nk., 

that is part of the data making (A^, V&) finer than (A/, V/). Note that C/jy C Uk is a 
locally closed submanifold, fl

k(Uk}i) is open in Ui and /j[ .'C/A;,/ ->» fl
k(Uk,i) is a covering 

map. Because of the compatibility condition, for any h > I > m if Uk,i fl f/ifc>m 7^ 0 
then /Kt/fc,/ fl Uk,m) C ^,m and 

(2.2.6) fr°flk=fkl-'Uk,iT)Ukim-^Um. 

Further, restricting to £//Cj/ D Uk,m the pull back 

(2.2.7) (f?nVm)\Ukilnuk,m = (finfmVm^u^nu^ C Vk\Uktlnuh,m. 
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In the following, we will use it to denote the collection of data {(Uk,i,flk)} and use 
2J to denote the data {(14, (/£)*)}. We will call the pair (il,2J) a good atlas of the 
weakly smooth structure 21 of [$ :B -)■ E]. For technical reason, we need the notion 
of pre-compact sub-atlas of (91,21). 

DEFINITION 2.8. Let {Sk}kec be a collection of symmetric open subsets Sk <s Uk 
such that {Sk} still covers ^(O). We let Sk,i = (fD^iSfinSk, let Wk = Vk\sh and 
let gl

k and (gl
k)* be the restriction to Sk,i of fl

k and (/£)* respectively. Then (6,211), 
where 6 = {(Sjk,/,*^)} and W = {(Wk, (gl

k)*)}; is also a good atlas of [$ : B -> E]. 
We call (6,2U) a precompact sub-atlas of (91,93), and denote it in short by 6 (s 91. 

To describe the relation between ^'s, we need to introduce the notion of regular 
extension. Let M be a manifold and Mo C M be a locally closed submanifold. Let 
V —> M be a smooth vector bundle and VQ ->• Mo a subbundle of V|MO- We assume 
that both (M, V) and (Mo,Vo) are oriented. Let TM(V) be the space of smooth 
sections of V over M and h G rM(V') be a section. We say that h is an extension 
of ho G FMOC^O) if the restriction of h to Mo is identical to ho under the inclusion 
VQ C V\MO- We say ft is a regular extension of ho if further for any x G MQ the 
homomorphism 

(2.2.8) dh(x) : TXM/TXM0 —^ (F/VbJU 

is an isomorphism and the orientation of (M, V) and (Mo,Vo) are compatible over 
Mo based on the isomorphism (2.2.8). 

DEFINITION 2.9. A collection I) := {hk}kec, where hk G Tuh(Vk), is called a 
(resp. regular) section of 23 if for any pair k > I G £ the section hk is a (resp. 
regular) extension of hi. 

In the following, we will use f) :il —> 23 to denote a smooth section with \) under- 
stood to be {hk}keC' We set f)~1(0) to be the collection {/^(O)} and set 6(^~1(0)) to 
be the union oiik(hk

1(0)) in B. We say that F)"1(0) is proper if ^(l}~1(0)) is compact. 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that dimUk > 0 for all k G £. We say that 
\) is transversal to the zero section 0: it —> 23 if I) is a regular section and if for any 
k G C the graph F^ of hk is transversal to the 0 section of Vk in the total space of 
Vk. 

We now give a useful criterion for the properness of l)~1(0). 

LEMMA 2.10. Let the notation be as before. Then f)-1^) *5 proper if and only if 
there are symmetric open subsets U'k <E Uk for each k G £ such that 

U ^(K'm c u ik(u'k) 
kec kec 

and such that for each k G £, 

(2.2.9) h?{0)n{Uk-u'k)c (LK/ir'^udJ/M./)). 
l<k l>k 

Proof We first assume that Z = Ukec^kih^iO)) is compact. Then since {Uk}kec 
covers Z and since dim Uk > 0, for each k G £ we can find symmetric Uk (E E/^ SO that 
{U'k}kec still covers Z. Obviously, this implies (2.2.9). Conversely, if we have found 
U'k C Uk as stated in the lemma, then {cl(^(E/j£)) PI Z} will cover Z, where cl(A) is 
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the closure of A. Since cl(^(l^)) D Z are compact and since Z fl cl(£fc([/£)) is closed 
in ditkiU^)), Z is compact as well. This proves the lemma. □ 

LEMMA 2.11. Let 0:il -»• 2J be the collection {^AJ, </>& E rc/fc(T4); induced by 
{$k}ke£-  Then (/> is a regular section with proper vanishing locus. 

Proof. This is equivalent to the fact that [$ : B —>> E] is a weakly Fredholm 
V-bundle, which was introduced and proved in [LT2]. □ 

Now let I) : il -> 93 be a regular section such that \) is transversal to the zero 
section and i)-1(0) is proper. We now show that the data {^^1(0)} descends to a 
closed oriented current in B with rational coefficients supported on a stratified set 
whose boundary is 0. (It is closed in the sense that its boundary current is 0). In 
particular, it defines a singular homology class in iiZ*(B,Q). 

Recall that for each k G £ the associated group Gk acts on Uk such that Uk/Gk 
is a covering of Lk(Uk). We let m& be the product of the order of Gk with the number 
of the sheets of the covering Uk/Gk -> i<k(Uk)- Note that then Ukj -> flk(Uk,i) is an 
TOfc/mj-fold covering. Because hk is a regular extension of (/j[)*(^), (/i)*(^)~1(0) 
is an open submanifold of /i^1(0) with identical orientations. Hence ^A;(^^1(0)) and 
^(/iz

_1(0)) patch together to form a stratified subset, and consequently the collection 
{^(/I^

1
(0))}A;€/: patch together to form a stratified subset, say Z, in B. Now we 

assign multiplicities to open strata of Z. Let O^ = ^ife(^^1(0)). Since O^ C Z is an 
open subset, we can assign multiplicities to Ok so that as oriented current [()&] =' 
^(m-!^1^)])' where [ft^1(0)] is the current of the oriented manifold /i^1(0) with 
multiplicity one. Here the orientation of A^1(0) is the one induced by the orientation 
of (Uk,Vk). Using the fact that Uk,i —> fk(Uk,i) is a covering with rrik/mt sheets, the 
assignments of the multiplicities of Ok and Oi over tk(Uk)r\Li(Ui) coincide. Therefore 
Z is an oriented stratified set of pure dimension with rational multiplicities. We let [Z] 
be the corresponding current. It remains to check that d[Z] = 0 as current. Clearly, 
d[Z D Ojb] C 01(0*)— O*. Since {0* fl Z} is an open covering of Z, d[Z] = 0 if Z is 
compact. But this is what we have assumed in the first place. This proves that [Z] is 
a closed current. We denote the induced homology cycle by 

[r1(0)]€F.(B,Q). 

In the remainder of this section, we will perturb the section </>:il -> 93 to a new 
section so that it is transversal to the zero section and its vanishing locus is compact. 
The current defined by the vanishing locus of the perturbed section will define the 
Euler class of [$:B-»E]. 

We begin with a collection S = {Sz}ze£ of symmetric open Sk <s Uk such that 
{^(5/)} cover ^(0~1(O)). For technical reason, we assume that for each k 6 £ the 
boundary dSk, which is defined to be c\(Sk) — Sk in £/&, is a smooth manifold of 
dimension dimSfc — 1. By slightly altering Sk if necessarily, we can and do assume 
that Sk is symmetric, dSk is transversal to Uk,i along dSk^ifl)'1 (^(Si)) ^0I ^' < ^• 
This is possible because Gk is a finite group and Uk/Gk -> rk(Uk) is a finite covering. 
We call such S satisfying the transversality condition on its boundary. Following the 
convention, we set Sk,i '-= (/fc)-1^) H Sk- We now construct a collection of (closed) 
tubular neighborhoods of Sk,i in Uk- We fix the index k and consider the closed 
submanifold (with boundary) E/ := cl(Sk,i) C Uk- Because of the transversality 
condition on dSi and on dSk, we can find a .D^-bundle pi : Ti ->■ Ej, where Dh 

is the closed unit ball in M!1 and h = dimUk — dimt/^j, and a smooth embedding 
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rji :Ti —>• Uk of which the following two conditions hold: First, the restriction of r)i to 
the zero section Ej C Ti is the original embedding Ej C E/&; Secondly 

(2.2.10) ^{p^^i^dSk^CdSk    and   mfaT1^)) C Sk. 

For any 0 < e < 1, we letTf C T^ be the closed e-ball subbundle of Ti. By abuse of 
notation, in the following we will not distinguish Tf from its image 77/(Tz

e) in [/&. We 
will call Tf the e-tubular neighborhood of E/ in [/jfc. One property we will use later is 
that if Uk,i fl Ukj' 7^ 0 for Z' < I < fe, then [/^ fi [7^^/ is an open subset of C/^,//, and 
hence for 0 < e < 1 we have 

(2.2.11) EZ/ fl Tf C Er fl E;    for   0 < e < 1. 

Now consider E/ C Uk- Since-2} is a disk bundle over Ej, it follows that we can 
extend the subbundle (fl

ky(Vi)\^l C V^ls/ to a smooth subbundle of VJ^T,, denoted 
by Fi C Vk\Ti- We then fix an isomorphism and the inclusion 

(2.2.12) K((4ra)b)=^CFfc|r,. 

In this way, we can extend any section C of (fl)*(Vi)\^l to a section of Vfc|Tz as follows. 
We first let (' :Ti -> Fi be the obvious extension using the isomorphism (2.11). We 
then let ("ex -Ti -t Vk\Ti be the induced section using the inclusion Fi C Vk|T/- We 
will call Cex the standard extension of £ to T/. We fix a Riemannian metric on Uk and 
a metric on Vk. For any section £ as before, we say that £ is sufficiently small if its 
C2-norm is sufficiently small. We now state a simple but important observation. 

LEMMA 2.12. Let the notation be as before. Then there is an e > 0 such that for 
any section g:Ti -» i7} C T4|TI such that ||^||c2< e, the section hk\Ti + 9 is non-zero 
over TI-Hi. 

Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that Ej is compact and that for 
any x eUk,i the differential 

dhk(x) : TxUklTxUk,i —> [VkKflY^U 

is an isomorphism. D 

We now state and prove the main proposition of this section. 

PROPOSITION 2.13. Let () :il -» 93 be a regular section with \)~l(G) proper, let 
il' (s it 6e a good sub-atlas, let QJ7 6e ifte restriction of 03 to it' and Ze£ I)' 6e £/ze the 
restriction of\) toil'. We assume that the vanishing locus of\)' is proper. Then there 
is a smooth family of regular sections %(t) ril7 —> V, t E [0,1], such that 

(2.2.13) IJ   ^(^(OJJXWCBXIO,!] 
t€[0,l] 

is compact, that g(0) = ty and that g(l) is transversal to the zero section ofW. 

Proof. We keep the notion used in Definition 2.8. We assume il' is given by 
open subsets {£/&}. We will construct the perturbation over £/{ and then successively 
extends it to the remainder of {Ul}. Let k be any positive integer no bigger than 
#(£) + !. We now state the induction hypothesis H^: 
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Condition H&: For each I < &, there is a symmetric open subsets Si C Ui such that 
Ul (s Si d [///and a smooth family of sufficiently small sections ei(t) G IV^VJ), / < k 
that satisfy the following condition: 
(l)c/(0) = 0; 
(2) Let h.i(t) =hi + ei(t) e T^ (VJ), then for any I < m < k the section hm(£)|sm is a 
regular extension of (fl

m)*0ii(t))\smtl; 
(3) For any / < k, the section h/(l) is transversal to the zero section of Vi over Si] 
(4) For any / < k and t € [0,1], 

(2.2.14)       MtrHoynist-un c (Ucz/r'^ojijCU /-(f7^))- 

Clearly, the condition Hi is automatically satisfied. Now assume that we have 
found {5/}/<A; and {ej}^ required by the condition H*;. We will demonstrate how 
to find e& and a new sequence of open subsets {£/}*<& so that the condition H^+i 
will hold for {ei}i<k and {S/}z<fc. 

We pick a symmetric Sk <E Uk such that Uj^ (i Sk <s Uk and that it satisfies the 
tranversality condition on its boundary. We continue to use the notation developed 
earlier. In particular, we let £/ be the closure of Sk,i, let Ti be the (closed) tubular 
neighborhood of Xj C Uk with the projection pi : Ti -> E; and let Fi be the sub- 
bundle of Vk\Ti with the isomorphism (2.2.12). Let Q(t) be the standard extension 
0f (/*)*(eK*))|si € rEi(Vib) to Ti. Note that /IA;|TZ + Ci(*) is a regular extension of 
(/j[)*(h/(t))|sz. Because {h/}^ satisfies condition H^, for I < m < k and x e S/nSm 

we have (/j[)*(h|(*))(a:) = (/r)*(hm(0)^), from (2"2-7)- Now let 

^=pr1((/ir1(a))- (J PrnWrH*^))) 
l<m<k 

and let 

k>m>l 

Note that {A/}/<fc covers Int(U/<A;Ti[), that J5/ (E -A/ and that {-B/}/<A; is a collec- 
tion of compact subsets of Uk- Now let e > 0 be sufficiently small. We choose a 
collection of non-negative smooth functions {pi}i<k that obeys the requirement that 
supp(pi) <E lnt(Ai CiTf), that pi = 1 in a neighborhood of 5/ and that J2i<kpi = 1 in 
a neighborhood of U/<& cl(C/^ z). This is possible because the last set is compact and 
is contained in Int(U/<&Ai). We set 

c(*) = £ PI •$(*)• 
Kk 

Now we claim that for each I < k the section hk + CW is a regular extension of 
(/i)*(h/(^)) in a neighborhood of cl(C/^z). Let x be any point in cl(C/^z). We first 
consider the case where x is contained in i?m for some m >L Let 7/ = fkix), then 
y € Sm. Then restricting to a sufficiently small neighborhood of # the section hk+C(t) 
is equal to hk + CmW- Since hk + C(^) is a regular extension of (/^l)*(hm(t)) near x 
and since hm(t) is a regular extension of (/^)*(h/(^)) in a neighborhood of y G Sm, 
hk + CW is a regular extension of (/j[)*(h/(t)) near'a:. We next consider the case 
where x is not contained in any of the B^s. Let A be the set of all m > I such that 
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x ^ (/ri)-1('S,m)- Then for any m < k that is not in A, pm = 0 in a neighborhood of 
x. Here we have used the fact that Em fl Tf C Em n S/ for 0 < e■< 1 (see (2.2.11)). 
On the other hand, by induction hypothesis for each m € A the section hk + Cm W is 
a regular extension of (fl)*(h/(t)) near #. Therefore since X^meA Pm = 1 near a;, in a 
small neighborhood of x 

fo + C(*) =  5^ Pm • (ft* + CmW) 
TTIGA 

is also a regular extension of (fl)*(hi(t)). 
Our last step is to extend C(£) to C/jfe. We let ejb(t) be a smooth family of sufficiently 

small sections of Vk such that ejfe(0) = 0, that the restriction of ek(t) to a neighborhood 
of U/<fc cl ((fl)"1 (UD) is C(*) and such that the section hk(1) is transversal to the zero 
section in a neighborhood of 01(171) in S*. The last condition is possible because hk + 
C(l) is transversal to the zero section in a neighborhood of U^k ol(U'k l). Therefore, 
by possibly replace Si with S/ <s Si for I < k if necessary, we can find an SjJ, <s Sk 
satisfying U^ (E SjJ. such that the induction hypothesis H^ holds for {ei}i<k and 
{£j}/<fc, except possibly the condition (4). 

We now show that the (4) of H^ holds as well. We only need to check the inclusion 
(2.2.14) for I = k. Let Sf

k <E Sk be a symmetric open subset such that 17% (s 8% (s Sk- 
By Lemma 2.10 

(2.2.15) h-1(0)n(cl(5^) -Ul) C (UC/ilr'WUCU/*^,*))- 

Now let 

i<k i>k 

D1 = h^(0)(](cl(S'k)-U'k)f](\J(fi)-1(Ui)) 
i<k 

and let 

D2 = h^(0) f](d(S'k) - U'k) fjdj /*(^,t))- 

Since hjb(t) are small perturbations of ftjfe, we can assume that hfc(£) are chosen so 
that for any t € [0,1] the left hand side of (2.2.15) is contained in the union of a 
neighborhood Vi of Di and a neighborhood V2 of D2. We remark that if we choose 
{ei}i<k so that their C2-norms are sufficiently small, then we can make Vi and V2 
arbitrary close to Di and D2 respectively. Then by Lemma 2.12 the vanishing locus of 
hk(t) inside Vi is contained in Ui<A:(/^)~1(5i). On the other hand, since Vi>kfi(Uiik) 
is open, it contains V2 since D2 is compact and V2 D D2 is sufficiently small. Thus 
we have inclusion (2.2.14) if we replace Sk by 8%. This proves the inclusion (2.2.14). 

By induction we have found {Sk}kec and {ek(t)}kec that satisfy the condition 
H* for k ='#(£) + 1. Now let gi(t) = hi(t)\u'r Then g(t) = {gi(t)}iGc satisfies 
the condition of the proposition. Note that the left hand side of (2.2.13) is compact 
because it is closed and is contained in the union of compact sets {Lk(cl(Uk))}kec- 
This proves the proposition. D 

Let g(t) be the perturbation constructed by Proposition 2.13 with I) = 0, where 
0 is given in Lemma 2.7. We define the Euler class of [$ :B ->- E] to be the homology 
class in JT*(B;Q) represented by the current [0(1)~1(O)].   In the remainder of this 
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section, we will show that this class is independent of the choice of the chart it and 
the perturbation g. 

PROPOSITION 2.14. Let the notation be as before. Then the homology class 
[^(l)"1^)] G iJ*(B;Q) so constructed is independent of the choice of perturbations. 

Proof First, we show that if we choose two perturbations Qi(t) and $2(t) based 
on identical sub-atlas it' <E it as stated in Proposition 2.13, then as homology class we 
have [Bi(l)~1(0)] = [fl2(l)~1(0)]. To prove this, all we need is to construct a family 
of perturbations gs(t), where s G [0,1], that satisfies conditions similar to that of the 
perturbations constructed in Proposition 2.13. Since then the current 

(J   ^(ir^xMcBxfO,!] 
s6[0,l] 

is a homotopy between the currents Qoil)"1 (0)cur and gi (I)-1 (0)cur- The construction 
of gs(t) is parallel to the construction of g(t) in Proposition 2.13 by considering the 
data over {Uk x [0, l]}ke£- 

Next, we show that the cycle [0(1)~1(O)] does not depend on the choice of it <E it.' 
Let ill (g it and il2 (s it be two good sub-atlas and let g1(t) and 02 (t) are two 
perturbations subordinate to iti and il2 respectively. Clearly, we can choose a sub- 
atlas ito <£ it such that iti C ilo and it2 C ito. Let go(t) be a perturbation given 
by Proposition 2.13 subordinate to ito- Then go(t) is also subordinate to iti and it2. 
Hence by the previous argument 

Ml)-1^)] = Ml)-1^)] = Ml)-1^)] 6 tf*(B;Q). 

It remains to show that the class [0(1)~1(O)] does not depend on the choice of the 
good atlas it. For this, it suffices to show that for any two good atlas it and it' so that 
it is finer than it' the respective perturbations g(t) and gl(t) gives rise to identical 
homology classes [0(1)~1(O)] = [fl'Cl)"1^)]. This is clear since a perturbation data of 
#'(1) can be extended to a perturbation l)(t) over it, by repeating the construction in 
Proposition 2.13. Therefore, by the previous argument, 

fe'ar^oj] = wirHo)] = wr1®] e ^(B;Q). 
This proves the Proposition. D 

3. Analytic charts. The goal of this section is to construct a collection of 
analytic local smooth approximations (A, V). We call a smooth approximation (A, V) 
analytic if the resulting finite dimensional model 0v • U -> V has the property that 
U is a complex manifold, V is a holomorphic vector bundle and </>v is a holomorphic 
section. In the next section we will show that such 0v's are Kuranishi maps, and 
hence the cones lim^oo P^ are the virtual cones constructed in [LT1]. 

We will use the standard notation in complex geometry in this section. For 
instance, if M is a complex manifold, we will denote by TXM the complex tangent 
space of M at x. We will use complex dimension throughout this section, thus the 
dimension of a real manifold takes value in Z[|]. We will use the words analytic and 
holomorphic interchangeably in this section as well. 

We begin with the construction of analytic local smooth approximations. Let 
w G B be any point representing a holomorphic stable map /: E -> X with n-marked 
points. We pick a smooth complex hypersurface H of X in general position and let k = 
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[H] • [A] where A = /*([£]). Then we form a uniformizing chart A =■ (U, E^, ^u? ^u) 
of w over U C B as constructed after Lemma 2.2. Here as usual we assume that 
U is sufficiently small so that all stable maps in U intersect H transversally and 
positively. Note that the correspondence by forgetting the last fc-marked points is the 
projection TTU :U ->• U. Let y over U be the universal (continuous) family of curves 
with (n + fc)-marked sections and let T: y -)• X be the universal map. 

We let 7r:U -+ 9Jlg,n+k be the tautological map induced by the family y with its 
marked sections. Here 9Jlg,n+k is the moduli space of (n + A;)-pointed stable curves 
of genus g. Without loss of generality, we can assume that all fibers of y with the 
marked points have trivial automorphism groups. It follows that 9Jtg,n+k is smooth 
near 7r(U). As in section 1, we view Gfj as a subgroup of Sn+k' Then Gfj acts on 
yftg,n+k by permuting the (n + fc)-marked points of the curves in 9}I5}n+&, and the map 
7r:U -)• 9Jlg,n+k is G^j-equivariant. Now let 0 C DJlg,n+k be a smooth Gu-invariant 
open neighborhood of 7r(U) C 9Jlgjn+k and let p: X —> 0 be the universal family of 
stable curves over O with (n + fc) marked sections. It follows that the Gu-action on 
O lifts to X. For convenience, we let X XQ U be the topological subspace of X x U 
that is the preimage of F^ C O x U under X x U -> O x U, where F^- C O x U is 
the graph of TT : U —> O. Since fibers of y have trivial automorphism groups, there 
is a canonical Gu-equivariant isomorphism y = X XQ U as family of pointed curves. 
Let irx and TT^J be the first and the second projection of X XQ U. 

Next, we let (Xn, On; E,pn, y?n) be a semi-universal family of the n-pointed curve 
E. Namely, Xn is a (holomorphic) family of pointed prestable curves over the pointed 
smooth complex manifold pn € On; The dimension of On is equal to 
dimcExt1(ns(^))C

)s)) where D C S is the divisor of the n-marked points of S; 
Wn: S -> A'nlpn is an isomorphism of E with the fiber of Xn over pn as n-pointed curve; 
The Kuranishi map TPnOn -4 Ext1(nE(^)3OE) of the family A^ is an isomorphism. 
Note that Gu acts canonically on E. We let nn(A') be the family of curves over O that 
is derived from X by discarding the last fc-marked sections of X. We let B = ^^-(w). 
We then fix a G^-equivariant isomorphism 

(3.3.1) I]nn(;tou—►BXE 
zeB 

over B. Let Autpn(A'n) be the group of automorphisms of Xn that are fibers preserv- 
ing, that keep the fiber Xn\Pn invariant and fix the n-sections of Xn. Possibly after 
shrinking On if necessary, we can assume that there is a homomorphism p :Gjj -> 
Autpn (Xn) such that for any a G G^ the p(cr) action on Xn\Pn is exactly the a action 
on E via the isomorphism (pn. Finally, possibly after shrinking U and O, we can pick 
a G^j-equivariant holomorphic map tp: O -> On such that ip(B) = pn and that there 
is a Gu-equivariant isomorphism of n-pointed curves <p: X -> O x on Xn that extends 
the isomorphism (3.3.1). We remark that the reason for doing this is to ensure that 
the smooth approximation we are about to construct is Gu-equivariant. 

Next, we let I be an integer to be specified later and let Wi C E, i = 1,... ,Z, 
be I disjoint open disks away from the marked points and the nodal points of E. We 
assume that u'-^Wi is Gu-invariant and that for any a (E G^ whenever cr(Wi) = Wi 
then a\wi = Iwv By shrinking U, O and On if necessary, we can find disjoint open 
subsets Wn,i C Xn such that UJ=1>Vn,i is Gu-invariant and Wn,* HE = Wi. Let 
no ' Wn.i -> O be the projection.  Without loss of generality, we can assume that 
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there is a holomorphic map TT^ : Wnj —> Wi so that 

/ i 

n^o,^) : (J Wn,* —> O x ((J Wi) 
2=1 2=1 

is a biholomorphism. For convenience, for each i we will fix a biholomorphism between 
Wi and the unit disk in C, and will denote by Wi 

/ the open disk in Wi of radius 
1/2. We let Wi be the disjoint open subsets of y defined by 

Wi = Wn,i xon U C Xn xon U = X XQ U = y. 

We will call W^ and >Vi the distinguished open subsets of E and ^ respectively. 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that Ul

i=iyVi is disjoint from the (n -f- A;)- 
sections of y. We also assume that there are holomorphic coordinate charts Qi C X 
so that ^(Wi) C Qi. We let (wi,i,... , w^m), where m = dimX, be the coordinate 
variable of 0^ and let Qi = d/dwi^. For each i we pick a nontrivial (0, l)-form 7^ 

on Wi with supp(7i) <& Wi' . We demand further that if there is a a £ G^ so that 
0"(Wi) — Wj then Qi = 0^ as coordinate chart and cr*(7j) = 7j. We then let Gi be 
the (0, l)-form over W* with values in ^(Tx-Jlw,- that is the product of the pull back 
of 7; via 7^. : Wi -> Wi with .F*(^)|wi, and let ai be the section over y that is the 
extension of Gi by zero. Obviously, Gi is a section of E^, and (ai,... , 07) is linearly 
independent fiberwise. Hence it spans a complex subbundle of E^, denoted by V. It 
follows from the construction that V is Gu-equivariant. 

As in the previous section, we let U — ^^(V), let V — Y\u and let §\ U -> W 
be the lifting of 3>ul^ • U —> ^tjlu- The remainder task of this section is to show that 
we can choose Wi, 7* and ©i so that U admits a canonical complex structure and the 
section 0 is holomorphic when W is endowed with the holomorphic structure so that 
the basis GI\U, • •. ,cri\u are holomorphic. 

To specify our choice of Wi, ji and ©i, we need first to define the Dolbeault 
cohomology of holomorphic vector bundles over singular curves. Let £ be a locally 
free sheaf of (9£-modules and let E be the associated vector bundle, namely, GE(E) — 
£. We let n[?pt(i£) be the sheaf of smooth sections of E that are holomorphic in a 

neighborhood of Sing(S) and let £l%£t(E) be the sheaf of smooth sections of (0,1)- 
forms with values in E that vanish in a neighborhood of Sing(E). Let 

(3.3.2) d:T{n%t{E))-+T{^{E)) 

be the complex that send <£> € £L®vt(E) to 9(^). Since ip is holomorphic near nodes of 
E, d{ip) vanishes near nodes of S as well. This shows that the above complex is well 
defined. We define the Dolbeault cohomology H^{E) and H^{E) to be the kernel and 
the cokernel of B. 

LEMMA 3.1. Let Hl(£) be the Cech cohomology of the sheaf £. Then there are 
canonical isomorphisms H%(E) ^ H0(£) and V-.H^iE) ^ H1^). 

Proof. The proof is identical to the proof of the classical result that the Dolbeault 
cohomology is isomorphic to the Cech cohomology for smooth complex manifolds. 
Obviously, H^(E) is canonically isomorphic to H0(£). We now construct \I>. We first 
cover E by open subsets {Ai} so that the intersection of any of its subcollection is 
contractible. Now let tp be any global section in fl^pt(E). Then over each Ai we can 

find a smooth rji 6 TAi(^cpt(^)) suc^ t'iat ^7* = ^Ui-  Clearly, the class in H1^) 
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represented by the cocycle [%•], where %• = rjilAinAj —VjlAinAj ? is independent of the 
choice of T^, and thus defines a homomorphism r(ncpt(E)) -+ H1^). It is routine 
to check that it is surjective and its kernel is exactly Im(9). Therefore, we have 
H{^1{E) = H1^). Clearly this isomorphism does not depend on the choice of the 
covering {Ai}. This proves the lemma. D 

For any z G U, we denote by (Ti(z) the restriction of ai to the fiber of y over z. 
We now choose the / open disks W; C E, the (0, l)-forms 7; on Wi and the coordinate 
charts Qi C X such that for any w G TT^

1
^) the collection <7i(w),... ,(Ji(w) spans 

H^1(f*Tx)> This is certainly possible if we choose I large because of the freedom 
in choosing Wi, Qi and 7*. We fix once and for all such choices of Wi, Qi and 7*. 
We then let W* C y, V -»• E^ and [/ =■ ^^(V) be the objects constructed before 
according to this choice of Wi, 7i and ©i. 

We now demonstrate that this choice gives to the desired analytic smooth ap- 
proximations. Let yu -> U be the restriction to U C U of the family y ->> U with 
the marked sections and let F-.yu -> X be the associated map. We also fix a smooth 
function 77$ over Wi so that dru = 7$. We next extend the collection {W2}z

i=1 to 
an open covering {W;}^ so that the intersection of any subcollection of {Wi} are 

contractible and Wi' fl W^' —% for alH < I and j > I. For convenience, we agree 
that 77J = 0 for j > I. 

We now fix an w G TJ over w. 

LEMMA 3.2. There is a constant R such that for any Cech 1-cocycle [TIJ], where 
Tij € irWinWj(f*Tx), there are constants a^ and holomorphic sections Q G Twi(f*Tx) 
for i = 1,... , L such that 

(0 + aj'nj)\wjnWi " (Ci + 0'i'ni)\wjnWi — i~ji 

and 

E(iiCiiu2+ki)<i?(x;ii^iiL2)- 
i=l i,j 

Proof The existence of {ai} and {Ci} follows from the fact that the images of 
cri(iy),... ,ai(w) spans H^^Tx) and that iJ?'1(/*Tx) is isomorphic to ^(f^Tx). 
The L2 estimate is routine, using the harmonic theory on the normalization of E. We 
will skip the details here. □ 

We let r(ft^1
t(/*Tx))t be the quotient of Y^^PTx)) by the linear span of 

cri{w),... ,(Ji(w). Because {(Ji(w)}^=1 is invariant under the automorphism group of 
the stable map /, r^p1^/*!*))"'" is independent of the choice of w G TT^

1
^). We 

let 

5t :r(^pt(rrx)) -> r(^'1
t(/*Tx))t 

be the induced complex. We define .Hj(/*)t anci iiZ'?'1(/*Tx)t be the kernel and the 
cokernel of the above complex. 

COROLLARY 3.3. Let the notation be as before.  Then dimiI?'1(/*Tx)t = 0 and 

dim#0(/*Tx)t = deg(/*Tx) + m(l - g) + /. 
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Proof.  The vanishing of iI?VL(/*Tx)t follows from the surjectivity of 8^ which 

follows from the fact that <TI(W), • • '<Ji{w) spans J3"?,1(/*Tx-). The second identity 
follows from 

dim^(/*rx)t - dimiJ^CTTx)* 
=    dim^(/*Tx)-dim^1(/*rx)+Z = x(/*Tx) + / 

and the Riemann-Roch theorem. D 

Next, we will describe the tangent space of U at w. By the smoothness result of 
[LT2], we know that U is a smooth manifold of (complex) dimension rgxp- As before, 
we let D C S be the divisor of the first n-marked points of w. Since / is holomorphic, 
dfy is a homomorphism of the sheaves f*Q.x -> ffe- We let 

vi = [rnx A fis(D)] 

be the induced complex indexed at —1 and 0. We first define the extension space 
Ext^Z^Os)* and then show that it is canonically isomorphic to T^U. We begin 
with the notation of associated sheaves. 

DEFINITION 3.4. Let 8 be a sheaf of Oz-modules that is locally free away from 
the nodal points o/E and let E be the holomorphic vector bundle over E0, where E0 

is the smooth locus ofT,, such that Oxo(E) = S\^o. We define the associated sheaf 
S^ to be the sheaf so that the germ of S^ at a nodal point p G E (resp. a smooth 
point p € E0^ is the germ of £ at p (resp. the germ offi,0(E) atp). Here Q?{E) is 
the sheaf of smooth sections of E. 

The set Ext1(X>^, Qjtf consists of equivalence classes of pairs (^i,^)' The data 
vi is an element in Ext1 (^(JD), (9S) that defines an exact sequence 

(3.3.3) 0 —> 0£ -^-> B -^-> nE(2?)  > 0. 

Note that B is locally free over E0. The data V2 is a homomorphism f*Clx -> BA 

such that, first of all, the diagram 

(3.3.4) ^| dfv 

0  y 0£ -^->    BA    -^-> n^(D)A  ^0 

is commutative, where the lower sequence is induced by (3.3.3). Secondly, since^ 
is holomorphic near nodes of E and since dfv is holomorphic, the differential dv2 
vanishes near nodes of E and thus lifts to a global section (3 of ficpU/*^*)- We 
require that ft € Span {cri(w) : i — 1, • • • , /}. 

The equivalence relation of such pairs are the usual equivalence relation of the 
diagram (3.3.4). Namely, two pairs (^1,^2) and (^,^2) with the associated data 
{i3, ifi] and {S7,^} are equivalent if there is an isomorphism 77 : B -> B' so that 
r) o yi = <pi, (p2 = 1P2 o 7] and 77 o V2 = v^. 

LEMMA 3.5. Let the notation be as before. Then Ext1^^, O^Y is canonically a 
complex vector space of complex dimension rexp. 

Proof. The fact tlmt Ext1(X>J,(9^)''' forms a complex vector space can be es- 
tablished using the usual technique in homological algebra.   For instance, if r € 
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Ext1^^,©^)^ is represented by {S,^,^} shown in the diagram (3.3.4), then for 
any complex number a the element ar is represented by the same diagram with ipi 
replaced by aipi. We now prove that 

(3.3.5) dimExt^,(9£)t=rexp. 

Clearly, the following familiar sequence is exact in this case: 

Exto(ns(P))0s)^>JJ|(rTx)t 

—► Ext^P^.Osjt —»• Ext^fislD),^) —»• H^irTx)*. 

Since / is stable, a is injective. Hence (3.3.5) follows from Corollary 3.3 and the 
Riemann-Roch theorem. This proves the lemma. □ 

Recall that if Z is a variety (or a scheme) then the Zariski tangent space T^Z 
is the space of morphisms SpecC[t]/(£2) -» Z that send the only closed point of 
SpecC[£]/(£2) to £. In the following, we will imitate this construction to construct 
the space of C-tangents of U at w. We still denote by Wi,... , Wi the /-distinguished 
open subsets of S and let {W^}^! be an extension of {Wi}'=1 to an open covering of 
E specified before Lemma 3.2. We assume that there are coordinate charts 0; of X 
such that /(Wi) C &{. By abuse of notation, we will fix the embedding 0^ C Cm and 
view any map to 0* as a map to Cm. We let ^ :©; -^ X be the tautological inclusion 
and let 

gu ■■ q1 (ti(eo). -»• H
1

 (h(Qj)) c e, c cr 
be the transition functions of X. 

We first introduce the notion of pre-C-tangents of U at w. Intuitively, a pre- 
C-tangent is the scheme analogue of a morphism SpecC[t]/(t2) ->• U should U be a 
scheme. 

DEFINITION 3.6. A pre-C-tangent £ ofU atw consists of a flat family ofprestable 
curves TTT'CT —>• T over an open neighborhood TofQfzC, an open covering {Wi}^ 
of CT cmd smooth maps fa : Wi -* 0; of which the following holds: (1) The fiber of 
CT over 0 G T, denoted by Co, is isomorphic to S as n-pointed curve; (2) The open 
covering {W;} has the property that Wi fl Co = Wi for all i and that for i < I there 
is a holomorphic map TT^ : Wi -► Wi whose restriction to Wi C Wi is the identity 
and that (TTTJTTWJ 

: Wi —> T x Wi is a biholomorphism; (3) Let do (resp. Bi) be 
the d-differential with respect to the holomorphic variable of T (resp. Wi) using the 
biholomorphism (TTTJTTWJ and let 7* and 6i be the (O^Vj-forms and the vector fields 
chosen before. Then we require that for i > I the maps fi'.Wi -» 0; are holomorphic 
and for i < I we have do(fi) = 0 and 

(3.3.6) 8^) = *T<pi ■ ^ (7t • rm, 

where <pi are holomorphic functions over T; (4) If we let ZQ be the holomorphic variable 
ofCDT then we require that 

(3.3.7) fji^fi-gijofj'.Wij-^C11 

is divisible by ZQ, where Wij is a neighborhood ofWi fl Wj in Wi fl Wj over which fji 
is well-defined. 
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We denote the set of all pre-C-tangents by T?reC/. 

We next define a canonical map 

(3.3.8) T?reC/—►EXt1(Z>S>,0E)t. 

Let £ be any pre-C-tangent given by the data above. By the theory of deformation of 
n-pointed curves [LT1, section 1], the analytic family CT defines canonically an exact 
sequence 

(3.3.9) O-^Ct—^£^ftE(Z))^0 

associated to an extension class ^i(£) G Ext1 (QJ:(D), On). Note that away from the 
nodes of E and the support of D the sheaf B is canonically isomorphic to QCT ®OCT 

OCQ- Because fi'.Wi -^ Qi are holomorphic for i > I, it follows from [LT1] that there 
are canonical homomorphisms of sheaves Ui:f*ilx\wi -* B\wi such that 

f*fix\wi == f*ftx\wi 

(3.3.10) jti,- |d/v|^. 

0  ► O^.   -^    B^Wi > SlwAD)*  -+ 0 

is commutative, where the lower sequence is induced by (3.3.9). Now we look at 
the open set Wi for i < I. By our construction, Wi is smooth and is away from 
the (n + ft)-marked points of w. Thus S^|^ is canonically isomorphic to the sheaf 
of smooth sections of TCrlwi, denoted fi^TCrlwO, an^ ^e dual of dfi defines 
canonically a homomorphism ui: f*£Lx\wi ~^ BA\wi that makes the above diagram 
commutative. Because of the condition (3.3.6), the lift of Bui to Q,0>1(f*Twi) is a 
constant multiple of<Ti(w)\wi • Further, because of the condition that fa is divisible by 
ZQ, the collection {ui}f=l patch together to form a homomorphism V2(C):f*ilx -> BA 

that makes the diagram (3.3.4) commutative. Hence (vi(€),V2(€)) defines an element 
in Ext1(X>J, OE)V which is defined to be the image of £. 

We remark that in this construction we have only used the fact that the stable 
map associated to w is holomorphic, that the domain S of w has I distinguished open 
subsets Wi with (0, l)-forms (Ji(w). Because for any 77 6 U its domain E^ also has I 
distinguished open subsets Wi D X^ and forms (j(r]), we can define the extension group 
Ext1(D*,(92T7)^ the space of pre-C-tangents of U at 77 and the analogous canonical 
map as in (3.3.8) if the map /^ of 77 is holomorphic. 

To justify our choice of Ext1 (V^^O^-, we will construct, to each 
v eExt1^, 0E)t, a pre-C-tangent fv G T?veU so that the image of £> under (3.3.8) 
is v. Let v = (vi,^2) be any element in Ext (2^, O^ defined by the diagram (3.3.4). 
Let T C C be a neighborhood of 0 and let CT be an analytic family of n-pointed curves 
so that Co = S and the Kuranishi map TQC -» Ext1 (f^(£0,02) send 1 to v\. For 
instance, we can take CT be the pull back of Xn via an analytic map (T, 0) -» (On,Pn)- 
We let {Wi}^ be a covering of S as before and let {Wi}^ be a covering of CT that 
are the pull back of W^. Note that for i < /, they come with biholomorphisms 
Wi = WiXT. Let 0i be open charts of X as before with f{Wi) (E Qi. For i > /, since 
the restriction of (3.3.4) to Wi is analytic, we can find analytic fi'.Wi ->• 0^, possibly 
after shrinking T if necessary, such that fi are related to i^lw* as to how Ui are related 
to V2{C)\wi before. By analytic analogue of deformation theory (see [LT1]) such fi do 
exist. For i < /, since Wi are smooth and B^Wi are the sheaves fl0(T*CT|vFt-)> we 
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simply let fi be smooth so that in addition to fa satisfying the condition on pre-C- 
tangents we require that V2\wi coincide with the dual of dfi\wi • Note that (Cr, {fa}) 
will be a pre-C-tangent if fji in (3.3.7) is divisible by 7rJ(^o)- But this is true because 
for any p 6 Wi fl Wj, the differential dfa(p) and dfj(p) from TpCr to Tf^X are 
identical. We let the so constructed pre-C-tangent be €v. Of course £v is not unique. 
It is obvious from the construction that the image of £" under (3.3.8) is v. We remark 
that it follows from the construction that for any complex number c ^ 0 the pull 
back of (CT, {fa}) under Lc :C ->• C defined by JLC(ZO) = c^o is a pre-C-tangent, say 
£cv

3 whose image under (3.3.8) is cv. Combining this with the work in [LT2], it is 
to easy to see that the real tangent space of U at w is canonically isomorphic to the 
underlying real vector space of Ext1(X>5), C?E)

+
. 

In the following, we will give U an analytic coordinate and show that the com- 
plex tangent space of U at w is canonically isomorphic to Ext1(D^,Os)^ Let 
r = dimU, which is reXp 4-1 = dim Ext1 (2)^, O^. We fix a C-isomorphism ToCr = 
Ext1^^,^)^. Composed with the canonical 

Ext1(^,0E)t-^Ext1^^),^), 

we obtain a homomorphism 

(3.3.11) ToCr-^Ext1(ns(i}),(9s). 

Let Xn over On be the semi-universal family of the n-pointed curve S given before. 
We let 5 be a neighborhood of 0 G Cr and let ip: S -> On be a holomorphic map with 
ip(0) = 0 such that 

d^O) : To5 = T0C
r —> TPnOn S Ext^fisp), 0E) 

is the homomorphism (3.3.11). We let TTS :CS -^ S be the family of n-pointed curves 
over S that is the pull back of Xn. Note that Cs|o, denoted by Co, is canonically 
isomorphic to E. 

We keep the open covering {Wi}^.! of E (= Co) chosen before. We now select 
an open covering {Wi}^! of a neighborhood of Co C Cs so that Wi fl Co = Wi. For 
i < I, we let Wi be the pull back of >Vn,i C Xn. For i > I and Wi smooth, we choose 
Wi so that there is a holomorphic map irwi: Wi -t Wi so that the restriction of TT^ 

to Wi C Wi is the identity map. For i > I such that Wi contains a nodal point, we 
assume that Wi is biholomorphic to the unit ball in Cr+1 so that Wi C Wi is defined 
by W1W2 = 0 and Wi = 0 for i > 3, where (wi) are the coordinate variables of Cr+1, 
and the restriction of TTS to Wi is given by 

(Wi,-" ,Wr+l) »-> (WiW2,W2,"' ,^r+l) € Cr. 

The upshot of this is that if h is a holomorphic function on Wi, then we can extend 
it canonically to Wi as follows. In case Wi is smooth, then the extension of h is the 
composite of Wi -¥ Wi with h; In case Wi is singular, then ip has a unique expression 

a + wi hi (wi) + W2 h2 (W2), 

where a £ C and /ii, /12 are holomophic. We then let its extension be the holomorphic 
function on Wi that has the same expression. We fix the choice of {Wi} and {Wi}. 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that there are coordinate charts ©i C X 
so that /(Wi) <s ©i. For i < I the charts ©i are the charts we have chosen before. 
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Our construction of local holomorphic charts of U is parallel to the original con- 
struction of Kodaira-Spencer of semi-universal family of deformation of holomorphic 
structures without obstructions. To begin with, possibly after shrinking Wi if neces- 
sary we can assume tha/t the map f\wi 'Wi ->» 0* can be extended to a holomorphic 
FQJ '• Wi -> @i (recall / is holomorphic). To proceed, for i > I we let A(Wij Qi) be 
the space of holomorphic maps from Wi to Cm. For i < Z, by using the isomorphism 
Wi = Wi x S any smooth function ip : Wi -> Cm can be expressed in terms of its 
m components <Pj(z;£),j = 1,... ,ra, where z = (zi,-— ,zr) and £ are holomorphic 
coordinates of S and Wi respectively. We define A(Wi, Qi) to be the set of smooth 
maps (p:Wi -+ Cm so that 

/ dzk
lPj=0   for    k = 1,... ,r    and   7 = 1,... ,ra; ' 

I 9^^ = 0   for   j > 2   and   d^cpi = c<7^   for some   c € C, 

where or{ is the (0, l)-form taking values in (p*€P corresponding to the form 0^ using 
the canonical embedding 0^ C Cn. Note that A(Wi,Qi) are O^-modules. With this 
understanding, if we let 1 C Os be the ideal sheaf of 0 E S, then we denote by 
IqA(Wi, Qi) the image of Iq ®Os A(Wi, Si) in A{WU Qi). 

In the following, we will construct a sequence of maps F^i E >l(Wi, 0^) indexed 
by k > 1 and 1 < i < L that satisfy the following inductive hypothesis: 
Ii: For each t, Fk+lli - Fk,i € XkA(Wu Qi); 
h: The restriction Fhi\Wi : Wi -> Cm factor through 0* C Cm and ^ o (Fi^jw-) : 
Wi -)• X is identical to /|v^ : W*'^ X; 
I3: In a neighborhood Wij of W^ fl Wj in W^ fi Wj over which the map 

(3.3.12) F^j = gij o Fkj - Fkti: W^ -> Cm 

is well defined, FkAj G J^Wij-jC1), where ^(T^^C771) is the 05-module of holo- 
morphic maps from Wij to Cm; 
I4: For any vector rj 6 Cr, we let Lv : C -> Cr be the unique C-linear map so that 
1^(1) = r] and let rjpTe be the pre-C-tangent associated to the pull back of (Cs, {^2,0) 
under L^. Using the standard isomorphism TQS = ToCr = Cr, we obtain a map 

(3.3.13) ro5^Ext1(^,(9E)t 

that send 77 6 TQS to the image of r)pre under (3.3.8). We require that this map is the 
isomorphism (3.3.11). 

For k = 1 we simply let Fi^ be the standard extension of /|^. : Wi -> 0^ to 
Wi ->• 0;. We now construct {i^,;}. We let TTI and 7r2 be the first and the second 
projection of Cr x S where we view Cr as the total space of Ext1^^, G^. It follows 
from the definition of the extension group that there is a universal diagram 

7r2*/*nx ==    7r2*/*ftx 

(3.3.14) jvs 7rJ(d/v) 

0  > n$0£  ►      BA > irin^(D)A  > 0 

such that its restriction to fibers of Cr x E over £ E Cr are the diagrams (3.3.4) 
associated to £ E Ext^I^Os)*. By deformation theory of pointed curves, for any 
smooth point p E S the vector space B®k(p) is canonically isomorphic to the cotan- 
gent space T*Cs- By applying the construction of fv E T?reC/ from a single vector 
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v e Extl(^,Os)1' to the family version, we can construct the family {JPZ,;} as re- 
quired. We will leave the details to the readers. 

Now we show that we can successively construct F^^ that satisfies the four 
conditions I's above. Assume that for some k > 2 we have constructed {Fk^} 
that satisfies the four conditions above. Let Wij be the neighborhood of Wij = 
Wi H Wj C Wi fl W) so that (3.3.12) is well-defined. Then by the condition I3 above, 
Fk,ij € Xkli(Wij,Cm). Let I = (ii,... ,ir) be any length k multiple index, namely, 
ij > 0 and ^ ij = k- ^s usual, we will denote by d1 the symbol dk/dzl1 • • • dzp" and 
by z1 the term sj1 • • • zlr. Then because of the condition I3 above, ipj^j = dIFk,ij\wij 
is a holomorphic section of f*Tx\wij using the standard isomorphism 

and the collection [ipijj] defines a Cech 1-cocycle of f*Tx- We let {0/,i}, where </>/,; = 
d + aiVi, be the collection provided by Lemma 3.2. Using the standard isomorphism 
TXlei =QixCm,we can view each ^ as a map Wi -^ Cm. Welet^rWi -> Cm 

be the standard extension of (/)j}i and let GJJ — ^(z1)^^. Clearly, 97G/,i = </>j,2. 
Now we let 

/(J)=Jb 

It is direct to check that the collection {Fk+i,i} satisfies the conditions Ii —14 before. 
Finally, by the estimate in Lemma 3.2, by shrinking Wi if necessary we can assume 
limjfe Fkj converges over Wi. Let FQQ^ be its limit. Because /(Wi) <s ©i, by shrinking 
Wi further if necessary we can assume ^^(Wi) C ©i C Cm. It follows that we can 
find a neighborhood 5° C S of 0 G S such that 7r^1(50) C UfWi. Finally, because 
Foci is analytic near Wi for i > I and is analytic in S direction using Wi =■ Wi x S 
for i < I, the condition I3 implies that the collection -Poo.zlv^nTr""1^0) defines a map 

FS :*?{&)-*X 

which is holomorphic away from the union of Wi,... , W/. Further, for each i < I if 
we let & be a holomorphic variable of Wi and let TTW,- and ^50 be the first and the 
second projection of Wi fl TT^

1
^

0
) = Wi x 5°, then 

(3.3.15) ^(i^n.-W^^ 

for a holomorphic function w over 5°. Finally, we let k = [if] • [A] and let Z be the 
subset of 

ns1^) Xs-'Xs v^iS0)        {k times) 

consisting of (s;a;n+i,... ,xn+k) such that s G 5° and xn+i,... ,a;n+fc are distinct 
points in Tr^s) that lie in i1~1(if). Note that if we choose U to be small enough, 
then F~1(if) has exactly k points. Let Cz be the family of (n + fc)-pointed curves 
over Z so that its domain is the pull back of Cs via Z -)• S, its first n-marked 
sections is the pull back of the n-marked sections of Cs and its last fc-sections of the 
fiber of Cz over (s;a;n+i,... ,xn+k) is Xn+i, • • • j^n+fc- Coupled with the pull back 
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of Fs, denoted Fz : Cz -> X, we obtain a family of stable (continuous) maps from 
(n + fc)-pointed curves to X. 

Let rjiZ -)• U be the tautological map. Note 7/(0) ='iy. We claim that r)(Z) C ?7. 
Indeed, let z e Z be any point and let Cz be the domain of z. It follows from our 
construction that the / distinguished open subsets {Wi D Cz}

l
i=1 coincide with the 

pull-back of the /-distinguished open subset {Wi}. We denote them by {Wz>i}|=1. 
Further, fz = Fz\cz is holomorphic away from Ul

i=:1WZli and dfz\uZti is a constant 
multiple of ji • /* (0i). Hence the value of the section $^: U -» E^ at rj(z) is contained 
in the subspace Vr)(z) C Eul^j. This shows that 7y(z) G J7. Recall C/ = $JJ(V). 

PROPOSITION 3.7.   The induced map rj: Z —)- U is a local diffeomorphism near 
oez. 

Proof. This follows immediately from the proof of the basic Lemma in [LT2]. 
Indeed, from [LT2] and the previous construction we know that both U and Z are 
smooth and of identical dimensions. Thus to prove that 7] is a local diffeomorphism 
near 0 £ Z all we need to show is that drj(0):ToZ —> T^U is a isomorphism. But this 
follows froih the construction of Z and rj. This proves the Proposition. D 

By shrinking S0 if necessary, we can assume that rj: Z —> U is a local diffeomor- 
phism. By further shrinking Z if necessary, we can assume that rj is one-to-one and 
r)(Z) C U is invariant under Gjj. The data rj: Z '-> U is the analytic coordinate of 
w G U we want. For convenience, we will view Z as an open subset of U. 

PROPOSITION 3.8. Let V be the restriction ofV to Z endowed with the holo- 
morphic structure so that (Ti\z,... ,cr/|z is a holomorphic frame. Then (j)' = fivlz - 
Z —> V is holomorphic. 

Proof. This follows immediately from (3.3.15). □ 

Let £ G ^y1 (0) fl Z be any point and let f:C-±X be the associated stable map 
with D the divisor of its first n-marked points. We assume / is holomorphic. Then 
there is a canonical exact sequence of vector spaces 

Ext^ficCD), Oc) —► H^rTx) —► Ext2p*, 0c) —> 0, 

where £>* = [f*ilx -> ^cCD)]? which is induced by the short exact sequence of 
complexes 

o _> [o -> fl^z?)] —> [f*nx -* nc(ij)] -> [/*ftx -> o] —> o. 

From our construction, we see that the vector space T^U is canonically isomorphic to 
Ext1(P*, OQ)^. Hence the differential #v(0 -T^U ->• V|^ induces an exact sequence 
of vector spaces 

Ext1^*,02)t = TzUd<^z) V\s —y Cokei(d<f)V(z)) —> 0. 

Note that there are canonical homomorphisms 

Ext^Cg)* -> Ext^ncW^c)    and   V\i -> Hf{rTx) = H^fTx). 

LEMMA 3.9.   There is a canonical isomorphism S (as shown below) that fits into 
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the commutative diagram of exact sequences 

Ext1(P%0c)t     ^%       V\z         > Coker(#v(^))  ►  0 

vi ^2 

Ext^SlcWtOc)  —^ H\rTx)  >  Ext2(D*5Oc) ► 0. 

Proo/. It suffices to show that the left square is commutative. We first describe 
ij). Let a € Ext^ficC^Oj^c) that defines the exact sequence 

0 —+ Oc —> B —> nc(i3) —> o. 

Let ft € Hom(fic(JD), B-4) be a lifting of d/v € Hom(/*ftx, Q>c(D)). Then a/i lifts to a 
unique section (9/i)llft G Hom(/*nx,n^p1

tjC). ^(a) is the cohomology class of (<9/i)llft 

in H0
B
A(f*Tx) = H^PTx). Now let■/? = (vi,^) G Ext^D*,©^1 be an element 

defined before Lemma 3.3. Then (pi((3) = vi and c?0v(O(^) is ^^e lift of 9^2- The 
homomorphism y?2 is the obvious map sending a (0, l)-form to its cohomology class in 
^1(/*Tx). In case a = i>i we can simply choose /i to be i>2. Hence ^2 0 #v(^)(/3) = 
-0 o cpi(a). This proves the Proposition. D 

4. The proof of the comparison theorem. In this section, we will prove 
that the algebraic and the symplectic construction of GW-invariants yield identical 
invariants. 

We will work with the category of algebraic schemes as well as the category of 
analytic schemes. Specifically, we will use the words schemes, morphisms and etale 
neighborhoods to mean the corresponding objects in algebraic category and use the 
word analytic maps and open subsets to mean the corresponding objects in analytic 
category. As before, the words analytic and holomorphic are interchangeable. Also, 
we will use Os to mean the sheaf of algebraic sections or the sheaf of analytic sections 
when 5 is an algebraic scheme or an analytic scheme respectively. We will continue 
to use the complex dimension through out this section. 

We now clarify our usage of the notions of cycles and currents. Let W be a 
scheme. We denote by Z^ gW the group of formal sums of finitely many fc-dimensional 
irreducible subvarieties of W with rational coefficients. We call elements of Zf^W k- 
cycles of W. Now let W be a stratified topological space with stratification S. We say 
a (complex) fc-dimensional current C stratifiable if there is a refinement of <S, say Sl, 
such that there are finitely many fc-dimensional strata Si in <S' and rationals a* G Q 
such that C = J2 ai[Si] (All currents in this paper are oriented). Here we assume that 
each stratum of S' is oriented a priori and [Si] is the oriented current defined by S;. 
We identify two currents if they define identical measures in the sense of rectifiable 
currents. We denote the set of all stratifiable fc-dimensional currents modulo the 
equivalence relation by ZkW. Clearly, if W is a scheme'then any fc-cycle has an 
associated current in ZkW, which defines a map Z^gW -* ZkW. In the following, 
we will not distinguish a cycle from its associated current. Hence for C G Zf%W 
we will view it as an element of ZkW. Note that if C G ZkW has zero boundary 
in the sense of current and C has compact support, then C defines canonically an 
element in #2fc(W,Q). Finally, if C = ^a^Si] G ZkW and F C W is a stratifiable 
subset, we say that C intersects F transversally if F intersects each Si transversally 
as stratified sets (See [GM] for topics on stratifications). In such cases, we can define 
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the intersection current C fl F if the orientation of the intersection can be defined 
according to the geometry of W and F. 

We begin with a quick review of the algebraic construction of GW-invariants. Let 
X be any smooth projective variety and let A G H2(X, Z) and g,n e Z as before be 
fixed once and for all. We let 9Jtgin(X, A) be the moduli scheme of stable morphisms 
defined before. DJlgin(X,A) is projective. The GW-invariants of X is defined using 
the virtual moduli cycle 

[mgyn{x: A)}™ e Ammgtn{x9 A). 

To review such a construction, a few words on the obstruction theory of deformations 
of morphisms are in order. Let w G 9DTp)n(X, A) be any point associated to the stable 
morphism A'. Let (-B,/,#£//) be a collection where B is an Artin ring, / C B is an 
ideal annihilated by the maximal ideal XTIB of B and AB/J is a flat family of stable 
morphisms over Spec B/I whose restriction to the closed fiber of XB/I is isomorphic 
to X. An obstruction theory to deformation of A! consists of a C-vector space V, 
called the obstruction space, and an assignment that assigns any data (B, /, XB/I) 

as 
before to an obstruction class 

'6b(B,B/I,XB/I)eI<8>cV 

to extending XB/I to Spec B. Here by an obstruction class we mean that its vanishing 
is the necessary and sufficient condition for XB/I to be extendable to a family over 
SpecjB. We also require that such an assignment satisfies the obvious base change 
property (For reference on obstruction theory please consult [Ob]). In case X is the 
map f:C-*X with D C C the divisor of its n marked points, the space of the first 
order deformations of X is parameterized by Ext1 (V^, Oc), where V^, = [f*ilx ~> 
flc(D)] is the complex a,s before, and the standard obstruction theory to deformation 
of X takes values in Ext2(X>^, 0c). 

An example of obstruction theories is the following. Let R be the ring of formal 
power series in m variables and let tnR C R be its maximal ideal. Let F be a vector 
space and let / G mR(8cF. We let (/) C R be the ideal generated by components of / 
and let V be the cokernel of df: (m^/m^)v -> F. Then there is a standard obstruction 
theory to deformations of 0 in SpecR/(f) taking values in V defined as follows. Let 
I C B be an ideal of an Artin ring as before and let ^o :SpecB/I ->> Speci?/(/) be 
any morphism. To extend cpo to Speci?, we first pick a homomorphism a: R -> B 
extending the induced i? -> B/I, and hence a morphism (ppre : Spec B -+ Spec R. 
The image a(f) G B (8) F is in / 0 F, and is the obstruction to <^pre factor through 
Spec R/(f) C SpecR. Let Ob(.B, B/I, ipo) be the image of <r(f) in / ® V via F -» V. 
It is direct to check tha/t Ob(B,B/I,ipo) = 0 if and only if there is an extension 
^:SpecS -> Speci?/(/) of cpo. This assignment 

(4.4.1) (B, B/I, <po) H> Ob(B, B/I, cpo) G J 0 V 

is the induced obstruction theory of Spec #/(/). 
Let A* be a stable morphism. 

DEFINITION 4.1. A Kuranishi family of the standard obstruction theory of X 
consists of a vector space F, a ring of formal power series R with m^ its maximal 
ideal, an f G niR ® F, a family XR/(f) of stable morphisms over SpecR/(f) whose 
closed fiber over 0 G Speci?/(/) is isomorphic to X and an exact sequence 

(4.4.2) 0 —► Ext1 (2^, 0c) -^ (nWi4)V ^F—* Ext2(^, Oc) —► 0 
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of which the following holds: First, the composite 

Ext^D^Oc) -£> ker(4f) = roSpeci?/(/) —^ Ext1^,^), 

w;/iere the second arrow is the Kodaira-Spencer map of the family XR/^), is the identity 
homomorphism; Secondly, let I C B and ipo: Spec B/1 —Y Spec R/'(f) be as before and 
let 

Oh(B,BII,iplXR/{f)) e I® Ext2(7^,Oc) 

be the obstruction to extending (PQXB/I to SpecJB. Then it is identical to 
Ob(B,B/I,(po) in (4.4.1) under the isomorphism 

Cokei(df) s Ext2 (V%,0c). 

We now sketch how the virtual moduli cycle [9Jl^)n(X, A)]vir was constructed. 
Similar to the situation of the moduli of stable smooth maps, we need to treat 
%Jlg,n(X, A) either as a Q-scheme or as a Deligne-Mumford stack. The key ingre- 
dient here is the notion of atlas, which is a collection of charts of %Rgin(X, A). A chart 
of Wlgin(X, A) is a tuple (5, G, As), where G is a finite group, 5 is a G-scheme (with 
effective G-action) and Xs is a G-equivariant family of stable morphisms so that the 
tautological morphism i: 5/G -» 9Jl^)n(X, A) induced by the family Xs is an etale 
neighborhood. For details of such notion, please consult [DM, Vi, LT1]. We now 
let /: C -> X be the representative of Xs with D C C the divisor of the n-marked 
sections of Xs- Let 7r:C —> S be the projection. We consider the relative extension 
sheaves Ext^^^.Oc), where V^ = [f*Slx ->■ ^c/s{D)] as before. For short, we 
denote the sheaves SxtlK(V

m
Xs^ Oc) by Tg. Because they vanish for i = 0 and i > 2, 

for any w E 5, the Zariski-tangent space TWS is Tg ®Os k(w) and the obstruction 
space to deformations of w in .5 is Vw = 7| ®Os k(w)' Now we choose a complex 
of locally free sheaves of 0s-modules £* = [£i —>• £2] so that it fits into the exact 
sequence 

(4.4.3) 0 —► Ti —> £ 1 —> £2 —> Is —> 0. ' 

We let Fi(w) — £i ®Os k(w). Then we have the exact sequence of vector spaces 

(4.4.4) 0 —► TWS —> Fi(ti;) —► F2H -^ Vw —> 0. 

We let Kw G i?(^)0cVu; be a Kuranishi map of the obstruction theory to deformations 
of w, where R(w) = Um9^_0Symfc(jPi(tL>)v), so that (4.4.4) is part of the data of the 
Kuranishi family specified in Definition 4.1. Let (Kw) C R(w) be the ideal generated 
by the components of Kw and let SpecRw/(Kw) C SpecRw be the corresponding 
subscheme. It follows that SpecRw/(Kw) is isomorphic to the formal completion of 
S along w, denoted w. We let iV^ be the normal cone to Spec Rw/(Kw) in Speci?^. 
Then iV^ is canonically a subcone of F2(w) x w. Here, by abuse of notation we will 
use F2(w) to denote the total space of the vector space F2(w). Note that Nw is the 
infinitesimal normal cone to 5 in its obstruction theory at w. To obtain a global cone 
over 5, we need the following existence and uniqueness theorem, which is the main 
result of [LT1]. 

In this paper, we will call a vector bundle E the associated vector bundle of a 
locally free sheaf £ if 0(E) = £. For notational simplicity, we will not distinguish a 
vector bundle from the total space (scheme) of this vector bundle. 
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THEOREM 4.2 ([LT1]). Let E be the associated vector bundle of £2- Then there 
is a cone scheme Ns C E such that for each w G S there is an isomorphism 

(4.4.5) F2(w)xw^Exsw 

of cones overw extending the canonical isomorphism Fiiw) = Exsw such that under 
the above isomorphism Nw is isomorphic to Ns Xsw. In particular, the cycle defined 
by the scheme Ns is uniquely characterized by this condition. 

In the previous discussion, if we replace Fi(w) and ^(w) by TWS and Vw re- 
spectively, we obtain a Kuranishi map and correspondingly a cone scheme in Vw x u>, 
denoted by iV°. 

THEOREM 4.3 ([LT1]). Let the notation be as before. Then there is a vector 
bundle homomorphism r:Exsw-^Vwxw extending the canonical homomorphism 
E\w = F2(w) -» Vw induced by (4.4.4) such that 

NwxvwxwExsw = Ns xsw- 

To construct the virtual cycle [9Jlg,n(X, ^4)]vir, we need to find a global com- 
plex over 9Jlgyn(X, A) analogous to £*. We will use atlas of analytic charts for the 
purpose of comparing with the analytic construction of the virtual cycles. We let 
{(Ui, Vt, <pi)}ieA be the good atlas of the smooth approximation of [$:B -> E] chosen 
in section 2. Then the collection Zi = 0^"1(O) with the tautological family of stable an- 
alytic maps (with the last A;-marked points discarded) form an atlas of the underlying 
analytic scheme of DJtg^X, A) = $~1(0). Since we are only interested in constructing 
and working with cone cycles in Q-bundles (known as V-bundles) over Wlg,n(X, A), 
there is no loss of generality that we work with DJlg^n(X1 A) with the reduced scheme 
structure. Hence, for simplicity we will endow Zi = ^~1(0) with the reduced analytic 
scheme structure. We let Xi be the tautological family of the n-pointed stable analytic 
maps over Zi that is derived by discarding the last k marked points of the restriction 
to Zi of the tautological family over TJi. We let Gi be the finite group associated 
to the chart (£/*, Vi, fa), and let Xi be represented by fi: Ci -> X with Di C Ci the 
divisor of the n-marked sections of Ci and TT^ : Ci -» Zi the projection. In [LT1], to 
each z, we have constructed a Gi-equivariant locally free sheaves of Ozi -modules £i 
such that £xt\.{Vm

Xi,Oci) is the quotient sheaf of £i. It follows from the algebraic 
and the analytic constructions of charts that each (Zi,Xi) can be realized as an an- 
alytic open subset of an algebraic chart, say (5, G, Xs), and £i is the restriction to 
this open subset of an algebraic sheaf £, as in (4.4). Therefore we can apply Theorem 
4.2 to obtain a unique analytic cone cycle M? s G Z*Ei, where Ei is the associated 
vector bundle of £i. Let ^ : Zi/Gi -> 9Jlgin(X, A) be the tautological map induced 
by the family Xi. One property that follows from the construction of the £i which 
we did not mention is that to each i, the cone bundle Ei/d over Zi/Gi descends to 
a cone bundle over Li(Zi/Gi), denoted by Ei, and {Ei}ieA patch together to form a 
global cone bundle over 9Jlg,n(X,A), denoted by E. Further, by the uniqueness of the 
cone cycles Mfg G Z*Ei in Theorem 3.2 and 3.3, to each i the cone cycle Mfg/Gi in 
Ei/Gi descends to a cone cycle Mfs G Z*Ei, and {Mfg}ieA patch together to form 
a cone cycle in Z*E, denoted by .Malg. It follows from [LT1] that E is an algebraic 
cone overSDt^>n(-X",i4) and M^ is an algebraic cone cycle in E. In the end, we let 
riE''%ng,n(Xi A) -t E be the zero section and let 

TJE:{algebraic cycles in Z*E} —> At.Mgin(X,A) 
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be the Gysin homomorphism [Fu, Vi]. Here all cycle groups are of rational coefficient. 
Then the virtual moduli cycle is 

[ma,n(x, A)}™ = r/UM^} e A*mg,n(x, A). 

There is an analogous way to construct the GW-invariants of algebraic varieties 
using analytic method. We continue to use the notion developed in section 2. Let 
(17,V,0) be the finite dimensional model of a smooth approximation (U,V,$) of 
[$ : B ->• E] constructed in Lemma 2.7. Then we can construct a cone current in 
the total space of V as follows. Let F^ be the graph of t(j> in V and let NQ/^ be the 
limit current lim^oo F^, when it exists. Clearly, if such a limit does exist, then it is 
contained in V |^-i(o)- In general, for smooth </> there is no guarantee that such a limit 
will exist. However, if the approximation is analytic, then we will show that such limit 
does exist as an stratifiable current. Indeed, assume (17, V, (/>) is an analytic smooth 
approximation. Since the existence of lim F^ is a local problem, we can assume that 
there is a holomorphic frame of V, say ei,... , er. Then </> can be expressed in terms 
of r holomorphic functions </>i,... , </>r. Now let C be the complex line with complex 
variable t, let Wi be the dual of e^ and let 0 C V x C be the analytic subscheme 
defined by the vanishing of twi — fa, i = 1,... ,r. We let ©o be the smallest closed 
analytic subscheme of 0 that contains 0 fl (V x C*), where C* = C — {0}. By the 
Weierstrass preparation theorem, such ©o does exist. Then we define NQ/^ to be the 
associated cycle of the intersection of the scheme ©o with V x {0}. By [Fu], NQ/^ 

is the limit of Tt<p. Obviously, NQ/^ is stratifiable. This shows that for any analytic 
approximation (17, V, 0) the limit limF^ does exist. 

We now state a simple lemma which implies that if (17, V, fa) is a smooth ap- 
proximation that is finer than the analytic approximation (U^V'^fa), then limFt^ 
exists as well. We begin with the following situation. Let E be a smooth oriented 
vector bundle over a smooth oriented manifold M and let I/J : M ->• E be a smooth 
section. Let E1 C E be a smooth subbundle such that at any x £ '0~1(O) we have 
lm(d^(x)) 4- E'lx = E\x. Then MQ = i/;~1(E/) is a smooth submanifold of M near 
'0~1(O). Let EQ be the restriction of E' to MQ and let -00 :Mo -¥ EQ be the induced 
section. We next let N C TM|^-i(0) be a subbundle complement to TMo|^-i(o) in 
TM|^-i(0). Then the union of dilj(x)(Nx) for all x G '0"1(O) forms a subbundle of 
Elifj-1^)' We denote this bundle by d^(iV). Clearly, jE|^-i(o) = £Jo|^-i(o) ©d^(iV). 
Hence there is a unique projection 

(4.4.6) P:£U-i(o)-+^U-i(o) 

according to this direct sum decomposition.  Note that P depends on the choice of 
the complement N. 

LEMMA 4.4. Let the notation be as before and let I = dimM and IQ = dimMo. 
Then lim F^ exists as an l-dimensional current in El^-i^ if and only i/limFt^o 
exists as an IQ-dimensional oriented current in -EQI^-^O)- Further, if they do exist 
then 

limr^=P*(limr^0). 

Hence lim F^ is stratifiable if lim Ttfo is stratifiable. 

Proof. This is obvious and will be left to the readers. □ 
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Now let {(Ua,Va,(t>a)}aGE be a collection of analytic smooth approximations of 
[$:B -> E] such that the images of Za = ^(O) in $"'1(0) covers $~1(0). We choose 
a good atlas {(Ui, VL, (l>i)}ieA constructed in Lemma 2.7 so that all approximations in 
A are finer than approximations in S. Now let i G A and let x G Zi = 0^1(O) C Ui 
be any point. Because charts in 5 cover $~1(0), there is an a G S such that the 
image of Ua in B contains the image of x in B. Then because (Ui, VJ, 0i) is finer than 
(UaiVaj^a), by definition, there is a locally closed submanifold Uiia C Ui, a local 
diffeomorphism f^'.U^a -+ Ua and a vector bundle inclusion (//*)*V^ C Vi\uiia 

sucb 
that (/f )*(<f>a) = <t>h as m (2.2.5). This is exactly the situation studied in Lemma 
4.4. Let 

(4.4.7) Pi|a : Vib^nzt —> UiYVa^nz, 

be the projection as in (4.4.6) associated to the choice of a complement N of TU^a C 
TUi\uiiCl- Then limr^. exists near fibers of V over x since it is P? (limTt(f>a), which 
exists. Because {Za} covers $~1(0), limF^^. exists everywhere and is a pure dimen- 
sional stratifiable current of dimension dimf/j. We denote this current by NQ/^.. 

Now it is clear how to construct the GW-invariants of algebraic varieties using 
these analytically constructed cones. By the property of good coverings, for j < i G A 
the approximation (Ui,Vi,(j)i) is finer than (Uj,Vj,(()j). We let Zi — ^~1(0) be as 
before and let Zij = Zi fl Uij C Zi, where Uij is defined before (2.2.5). Let p? :• 
Zij -> Zj be the restriction of // to Zij. Note that Zij is an open subset of Zi 
and pj : Zij -> pi (Zij) is a covering. Let Fi be the restriction of Vi to Zi and let 
Pi'.Fi -> Zi be the projection. Hence, (Pi)*(irj) is canonically a subvector bundle of 
Filzij- By Lemma 4.4, (pi)*(Fj) intersects transversally with NQ/^. npY1(Zij) and 
as currents, 

No,4i.n(rinFj) = (i>lr (No/*,). 

For convenience, in the following we will call the collection {i<i,/^} a semi-Q- 
bundle. We denote it by.ff and denote {NQ/^.} by Aran. As in section two, we 
call a collection s = {sijieA? where Si G r^.(i^), a global section of $ if fpr j < 
i G A the restriction Silz,-,,- G F^.^^i^) coincides with the pull back section (p^Ysj G 

Fzij ((pi)*Fj) under the canonical inclusion (p^YFj C jFi'lz,-,,- • We say that the section 
0 is transversal to N*11 if for each i G A the graph of s* is transversal to NQ/Q. in F^. 

Now let 5 be a global section of J transversal to A/^11. Let ^ : ^ -> B be the 
map induced by ^:[/« —>• B and rrii be the number of sheets of the branched covering 
t'i'.Zi -» i'^Zi). Then following the argument after Lemma 2.11, currents 

—4^*0^0/0; n 1%.),    i G A, 
TYli 

patch together to form an oriented current in B with zero boundary. We denote this 
current by s*(.A/'an). It has pure dimension rexp since the current NQ/'^ has dimension 
dim Ui = rankFi + rexp. Hence it defines a homology class [0*(Aran)] in H2rexp (B; Q). 

PROPOSITION 4.5. [s*(A/'an)] w the Euler class e[$ : B ->■ E] constructed in 
section one. 

Proof. Recall that the class e[$ : B -» E] was constructed by first selecting a 
collection of perturbations hi(s):Ui -> Vi of <j>i parameterized by s G [0,1] satisfying 
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certain property and then form the current that is the patch together of the currents 
;^i*(1^.(1) nFo), where Thi^ and FQ are the graphs of hi(l) and the zero section 0: 
Ui ->• Vi respectively. Without loss of generality, we can assume that the perturbations 
hi(s) are such that the graph Thi(i) is transversal to both NQ/^. and the graph F^ 
for sufficiently large t. Of course such perturbations do exist following the proof of 
Proposition 2.13. Let Ct be the current in B that is the result of patching together 
the .currents'^7t^pi^r^i) flF^.), where pi is the projection Vi -» Ui. Clearly, for 
t > 0, we have dCt = 0 and supp(Ct) is compact. Hence Ct defines a homology class 
in H2reXp(B; Q), denoted by [Ct]. It follows from the uniqueness argument in the end 
of section two that for sufficiently large t, the homology class [Ct] in -f^rexp^Q) is 
exactly the Euler class. On the other hand, we let CQO be the current in B that is the 
patch together of the currents •^:H*Pi*(Thi(i) niVo/^). Because JVQ/^ is the limit of 
Ft^, and because Thi(i) intersects transversally with Ff^. for t ^> 0 and with NQ/Q., 

the union 

U {*}xGi/tC[0,c]x.B, 
te[o,e] 

where 1 > e > 0, is a current whose boundary is Ci/e — Coo- This implies that 

[C00} = [Ct]eH2rexp(B]Q)       fort»0. 

Further, because NQ/^. is contained in Fi = V^z^ Pui^o/cpi H F^^!)) as current is 
identical to ^^(NQ/^. nrri), where r^ € F^ (Fi) is the restriction of hi(l) to Zi. Hence 
CQO = T*(Afan) with r = {ri}. Finally, it is direct to check that the homology class 
[s*(A/'an)] do not depend on the choice of the section s of # = {Fi} so long as they 
satisfy the obvious transversality conditions. Therefore, 

[0*(Aran)] = [r*(Aran)] = [C1/e] = e[* : B -> E]. 

This proves the Proposition. D 

Let e : B -> Xn be the evaluation map, TT : B -» 9K5>n be the forgetful stable 
contraction. Then the algebraic GW-invariants 

is defined by the formula 

7L,>,/3)= / e*(a)U7r*(/3), 
[ang,n(x,A)]vir 

where this time $Jtg^n{X,A)]ylT is considered as the corresponding homology class in 
iJ*.(B;<Q>). The symplectic GW-invariants is defined similarly with [9Kp5n(X, A)]vir 

replaced by the Euler class e[$ :B -> E]. Hence the main theorem 1.1 will follow from 
the following theorem: 

THEOREM 4.6. Let X be any smooth projective variety and A, g and n be as 
before. Then the homology class [9}l^jn(X, A)]vir in iJ*(B;Q) is exactly the Euler 
class e[$:B -> E] constructed in section two. 

In the end, we will compare the algebraic normal cones with the analytic normal 
cones to demonstrate that the algebraic and the analytic construction of the GW- 
invariants give rise to the identical invariants. 
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Here is our strategy.. Taking the good atlas {(Z2, Xi)}ieA oiDJlg7n(X, A) as before, 
we have two serui-Q-vector bundles <£ = {Ei} and # = {Fi}, two cone currents 
Malg = {Mflg} and Afim = {NQ/^.} of £ and J respectively such that [nUM&lg)} and 

[^(A/"3,11)] are the algebraic and the symplectic virtual moduli cycles of 9Jlgin(X,A) 
respectively. Here rj^ and rjg are generic sections of € and $ respectively. To compare 
these two classes, we will form a new semi-Q-vector bundle 2U =-{Wi}, where Wi = 
Ei © Fi, and construct a stratifiable cone current V in W such that the current V 
intersects £ C W and 3r C 2U transversally and the intersections P D £ and P fl # are 
jMalg and A^an respectively. Therefore, if we let 7]%) be a generic section of 2U, then 

M(Xalg)] = fofcCP)] = m^)] e ^(^.nCX,^);^. 

This will prove the Comparison Theorem. 
We now provide the details of this construction. Let i e Abe any index. We first 

recall the construction of •the vector bundles Ei. Let fciCi ->• X be the tautological 
family of stable maps over Zi with Di C Ci the divisor of its n-marked sections and 
TTi : Ci —>■ Zi the projection. Note that /i is the restriction of a family of stable 
morphisms over a scheme to an analytic open subset of the base scheme. Following 
the construction in [LT1, section 3], after fixing a sufficiently ample line bundle over 
X, we canonically construct a locally free sheaf of Oc-modules /Q so that //fix is 
canonically a quotient sheaf of /Q. Let Ci be the kernel of/Ci -> /*fix. Then the sheaf 
£i mentioned before is the direct image sheaf 7ri*(£Y). We let Ei be its associated 
vector bundle. We define Wi=Ei@Fi. 

We next construct the cycle (current) Vi C W*. We construct Vi locally. Let 
x G Zi be any point. By our construction of the collection A there is an analytic 
approximation a G 5 so that Li(x) C £a(Z0) and (t/i, Vi, (pi) is finer than (Ua, Va,(f)a). 
Let C/ijQ: C Ui and /f: C/ija -> C/a be the comparison map in (2.2.5), let ZijQ: = Ui,aC\Zi 
and let pf:Zi^a -» ZQ, be the restriction of /f to Zija C C/i,a. Note that {pfY{F0i) is 
a smooth sub vector bundle of Fi\zita. We let 

(4-4.8) Pi#'-Fi\z{.a->(p?nFa) 

be the projection given in (4.4.7) We next construct a homomorphism 

(4.4.9) Qa:Fa^Ea. 

By the construction, Fa is generated by / independent sections oi, • • • ,07 (see their 
construction before lemma 3.1). Recall that for each w G Za, the restriction (Tj(w) of 
(jj to fiber Calw of Ca over w is a (0,l)-form with values in f^Txlcalv,- Namely, if 

we let ftct/z* ke ^e quotient sheaf of the pull-back homomorphism TT* fi^ -> fi^a > 

then o-j are sections of ^Q
1

 /z (faTx) of compact support (i.e. sections that vanish 
near nodal points of fibers). Now we look at the exact sequence 

0 -4 Oca U*aTx) ^K?a^ Cl -► 0. 

Since /C^ is assumed to be sufficiently ample, to each j there is a smooth section 
hj G rca(/C^) so that the image of dhj in fi££ /ztt(^a) is eQualto ^- Then 62 (Aj) 
is a fiberwise holomorphic section of £^. In particular, 62(Aj) is a smooth section of 
#<*. Since the choice of >C^ depends on a choice of ample line bundle on X, without 
loss of generality we can assume that the rank 7ra*(£^) is sufficiently large. Hence 
we can assume that sections 62(/ii), • • • ,62(ft/) so constructed span an /-dimensional 
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subvector bundles of Ea. We define Q^ to be the vector bundle homomorphism that 
sends &j to e2(hj). 

We now construct a cone in Fi over Ziia C Zi. Over Z^a G Z^, we let ki,a : 
Filz^a -* (Pi)*(Ea) be the composition of Pi,a in (4.4.8) and Qa in (4.4.9), let 
hi,a '• Ei\zit0t -> Ei\zi,a be the identity map and 

(4.4.10) iita = hi9a + ki9a:Wi\zita=Fi\zita®Ei\zitei —► (pf)*(Sa) = 15^ 

be the induced homomorphism. This way we obtain a cone V^a that is the pull-back 
cone 7*a(.M^!g). Note that this is well-defined since 7^ is a surjective vector bundle 
homomorphism. 

To construct the cone over Z^ we first choose J C S so that {ia(Za)}aeJ covers 
ii(Zi). Note that by our construction A* is fine than all AQ,. Applying the previous 
construction to this covering, to each a G J we obtain a cone current 7\a C Fi\zita. 

LEMMA 4.7. For any a,a' € J, tfte cones V^alzi^nz^i = Vi^lzi^nz^i ■ 

Following this Lemma, the collection {T^cjaej patch together to form a single 
cone Vi C Fi over Zi. Now let i > j € H be any two indices and let pi and Zij be 
defined before Proposition 4.5. 

LEMMA 4.8. The collection {TYh^A is a cone in the semi-Q-bundle W. Namely, 
for every i > j G E, the pull-back {pi)*(Vj) is identical to the restriction ofVi to Zij. 
We denote this cone by V. 

LEMMA 4.9. The cone V intersects transversally to the sub-bundle /?e : £ -> W 
and fo'.S-^W. Further, Vn£ = Mal9 andVn3 = Nan. 

Clearly, the comparison Theorem follows immediately from these Lemmas. In- 
deed, let ^ (resp. %) be section of the semi-Q-vector bundle <£ (resp. J) so that 
its graph is transversal to the come .Mals (resp. A/'an). Then by Lemma 4.9, the 
sections r/e and % of 2XJ, which are induced by T/e and r}$ via 6 C W and ^ C 211, are 
transversal to V. Therefore, as homology classes, 

{m%{M^)] = mv)] = [%(?)] = [^(^an)] G ff.(B;Q). 

This will prove Theorem 4.6, and hence the main theorem of this paper. 
We first establish some technical results before we prove Lemma 4.7, 4.8 and 

4.9. Let {(^, Xi)}ieA be the good atlas of Wlgjn(X,A) choosen before, Fi be the 
corresponding vector bundle over Zi. Our first step is to construct, to each w G Zi 
associated to the map / : C ->• X with D C C the marked points, a canonical 
homomorphism 

(4.4.11) ^(ti;):^^—^ Ext2(©•,Oc), 

where as usual V = [/*Ox ->• Qc(D)]. Let a G H be an index so that Li(w) is 
contained in La(Za), let wa = pf(w). In Lemma 3.9, we have constructed a canonical 
homomorphism 

(4.4.12) ria(wa):Va\Wa—> Ext2(^,0c). 

Let Piia(w) :Fi\w = Vi\w ->• Va\Wa be the restriction to w of (4.4.7). The homomor- 
phism rji(w) in (4.4.11) is the composite rj^Wa) 0 Pi,a(w). 
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LEMMA 4.10. The homomorphism r]i(w) is canonical. Namely, let (3 be an index 
either in A or 5 so that ii{w) € ^(Zp) and that (A*, V^) is finer than (Ap,Vp). Then 

rjpiwfs) o Pi^iw) =r)i(w). 

Proof. When /? G A, then by our construction (Ap, Vp) is finer than (Aa, Va). In 
this case, the conclusion of the Lemma is obvious. Now we consider the case where 
(3 E 2. Note that (A;, V;) is finer than both (AQ,, Va) and (Xp,Vp). Thus both Va\wa 

andVplwp are subvector spaces of Vi\w via pull-back homomorphisms (/f )* and (/f )*, 
respectively, let Vap be the sum of Va\Wa and Vp\W/3 CVi\w. Following the description 
of rjafaa) given in Lemma 3.3.6, we can define canonically a homomorphism 

r)a0:Vai3—>Ext2(W,Oc) 

so that its restriction to Va\Wa and Vp\W/3 are rja(wa) and r)p(wp) respectively. 
We now construct a projection Vi\w ->• Vap. Let T C TwUi be the sum of the 

tangent spaces TwUi,a and TwUi,p. Let JV C TwUi be a complement of T C T^C/i. 
Then d(j)i(w)(N) C l^l^ is a complement of Vap, where recall 0 is the section in the 
finite dimensional model [(fri'.Ui —t Vi]. We let 

Pi,aP - Vi\w —> Vap 

be the unique projection associated to the direct sum decomposition Vi\w = Vap 0 
d(f)i(w){N). Similarly, we pick a complement N' C T of TwUi}a C T and form 
a complement d(j)i(w)(Nt) C Vap of V^|1i;a C Vap. This way, we obtain a unique 
projection Pa0,a'Vap -> T^l^^. By our construction. 

(4.4.13) Papja o Pijap = Piia(w). 

Also, by picking a complement N" of TwU^p C T, we obtain a projection Pap,p(w): 
Vap -^ Vp\w that satisfies 

(4.4.14) Pap,p o PUap = Pif0(w). 

Hence to prove the Lemma it suffices to show that 

ria(wa) o Pi,a(w) = rip(wp) o Pii0(w), 

which by (4.4.13) and (4.4.14) follows from 

Voc (Wa) o Pap,a = Ip{wp) o Pap,p. 

But this identity follows from 

(4.4.15) dfaiw^N') and d^w^N") C tei^p'.Vap -> Ext2(P*, Oc)}, 

since then 

Finally, (4.4.15) is a direct consequence of the exact sequence in Lemma 3.9. This 
proves the Lemma. D 
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A similar statement concerns the homomorphism 

(4.4.16) CiH : Wi\w —¥ Ext2(Vm,Oc) 

that is the composition of j^a in (4.4.10) with the canonical 

(4.4.17) 8a(wa) : Ea\Wa —> Ext2(V\ Oc) 

that is part of the the exact sequence (4.4.4). (We remark that with 5 in (4.4.4) be 
Za, then the F2M in (4.4.4) is Ea\Woi and the Vw in (4.4.4) is Ext2(£>•,£><?).) 

LEMMA 4.11. The homomorphism Ci(w) satisfies the property that its restriction 
to Fi\w C Wi\w (resp. Ei\w C Wi^J is rji(w) (resp. Si(w)). In particular, it is 
independent of the choice of a £ S and 7;?Q:. 

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.10, and will be left to the readers. 
D 

The next technical result we need is that the obstruction theory induced by the 
defining equation (/>a, where a E S, coincides with the standard obstruction theory 
of stable morphisms. Let w € Za be any point as before. Then using the explicit 
description of TwUai Ext1 (D*, (9c) is the Zariski tangent space of ^1(0) at w, and 
hence is canonically the kernel of d^^w) '.TwUa -> Va\w.   • 

LEMMA 4.12. Let the notation be as before. Then the germ of <f>a :Ua -> Va at 
w is a Kuranishi map of the standard obstruction theory of the deformation of stable 
morphisms associated to the exact sequence 

0 —» Ext1^, Oc) -* TvUa —> Va\w —> Ext2(V,Oc) —> 0. 

Proof. Let / C B be an ideal of an Artin ring annihilated by the maximal ideal 
mB and let ip: Spec B/I -> Ra be a morphism that sends the closed point of Spec B/I 
to w and such that y)*(<f)a) = 0. By the description of the tautological family Xa 

over Ra, the pull back (/?*(A'a) forms an algebraic family of stable morphisms over 
Spec B/I. We continue to use the open covering of the domain Xa used before. Since 
Ra is smooth, we can extend ip to <p : SpecjB -> Ra. Let CB over SpecB be the 
domain of the pull back of the domain of Xa via <p and let CB/I be the domain of 
CB over Spec B/I. We let {[/;} (resp. {Ui}) be the induced open covering of CB/I 

(resp. CB) and let fa: Ui -> X be the restriction to Ui of the pull back of the stable 
maps in A^. Because <£*(0a) = 0, fi are holomorphic. Hence they define a morphism 
/: CB/I -* X. Now we describe the obstruction to extending / to Spec B. Let Co 
be the closed fiber of CB and let /o : Co —► X be the restriction of /. For each 
i, we pick a holomorphic extension fi : Ui —> X of fc. Then over Uij = Ui n Uj, 

fj — fi is canonically an element in Ttf^TxluinUj) ® ^j denoted by fy. Further, the 
collection {fy} is a cocycle and hence defines an element [fy] e ^(f^Tx) & I- The 
obstruction to extending / to SpecB is the image of [fy] in Ext2(D^, OCQ) 0/ under 
the homomorphism in the statement in Lemma 3.9 with z replaced by w. We denote 
the image by obalg. 

The obstruction to extending (p to (p: Spec B -+ Ra so that <£*(0a)- = 0 can be 
constructed as follows. Let gi: Ui —> X be the pull back of the maps in Xa. Note 
that gi are well defined since maps in Xa depend analytically on the base manifold 
Ra. By the construction of i2a, for each i > I the map gi is holomorphic. For i < I, 
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we have canonical biholomorphism Ui = SpecB x (Ui fl Co). Because ^(^a) = 0, if 
we let f* be a holomorphic variable of Ui fl Co, then -jjfQi' ^u denoted in short Bgu 

vanishes over Ui C Ui. Hence dh is a section of r(Ocp1
t(/oTx)|c/l.nc7o)'® ^- Clearly 

they patch together to form a global section 7 of ficptC/o ^-X") ® ^- T'16 element 7 can 
be also defined as follows. Let (p* :ORa -> 5 be the induced homomorphism on rings. 
Then since the image of ^5* (</>a) € 2?<8>OHaOiia (Wa) in B/I®oRaORa (Wa) vanishes, 
it induces an element 7' € / 0 Walw By our construction of iJ^ and 0a, 7 coincides 
with 7' under the inclusion PFal^ C rao^cptC/o^))- Let 0t)an be the image of 7 
in the cokernel of d(j)a{w) :TwRa -> Wajn;. By definition, oban is the obstruction to 
extending </? to ^:SpecjB -4 {0a = 0}. 

To finish the proof of the lemma, we need to show that abalg = oban under the 
isomorphism 

Coker{#a(w)} £ Ext1^, Oc0) 

given in Lemma 3.9. For this, it suffices to show that the Dolbeault cohomology 
class of 7, denoted [7] G H^^QTX) <8> /, coincides with the Cech cohomology class 

[fij] e H^-iftTx)®! under the canonical isomorphism H^ifSTx) = Jff^/^Ti). But 
this is obvious since cpi = fo-gi is in TUinc0(^lcpt(foTx)) ® / such that ^ - ipi = fy 
and Bifi = —dgi. Hence, [fij] = [7] under the given isomorphism. This proves the 
lemma. D 

We now prove Lemma 4.7. Let w 6 Zi be any point, WQ; G Za and it;a/ G Za/ be 
images of w under pf and pf respectively. As before, we assume that w corresponds 
to the map f :C -> X with D C C the marked points. We denote by Vw the vector 
space Ext2 (V, Oc). 

Let Wa be the formal completion of Za along Wa. Following the discussion before 
Theorem 4.2, by using a Kuranishi map of the deformation theory of the stable map 
/ we obtain a cone iV° C Vw x wa, where Vw x wa is a vector bundle over wa. 
Following Theorem 4.3, the cone cycle N%, has the property that there is a vector 
bundle homomorphism 

(4.4.18) ra : Ea xZa wa —► Vw x wa 

extending Sa(woc): Ea\Woc -> Vw such that 

(4.4.19) M** xZa wa = Nl xvwxwa Ea xZa wt a- 

Similarly, for a' we have rv as in (4.4.18) with a replaced by a' extending r)a>(wa') 
such that (4.4.19) holds with a replaced by a'. Our first step in proving Lemma 4.7 
is to show 

(4.4.20) supp(7V) n Wi\w = supp(^,a') n W^. 

By our construction, supp^a) H Wi\w is 7*)a(A^alg) fl Wi|w). Let 7i,a(^) be the 
restriction of "y^a to fiber over w. Then combined with (4.4.19) and Lemma 4.11, it 
is 

=7i,a(ti;)*(*aW(JVSl^xWtt)) = Ci(wr(K\VwXWa). 
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For the same reason, the last term is also the supp(7\a') H Wi\w. This proves (4.4.20). 
Further, since w can be any point in Z^a fl Ziia', we have 

supp(^i,a|zi,anzf.ia,)=supp(7?i>a/|2rI-,ttnzt.ttt,)- 

It remains to check that at smooth point z of supp('Piia) the multiplicities of V^a 
and Vi,a' at z are identical. Indeed, let Za = T^aW and ^a/ = Ti,^^)- Then 
Za € supp(X^g) flJSal^ and z^ G supp(X^s) n-Ba/ |^Q/ . By Lemma 4.11, ra(za) = 
^'(^a')- ^7 (4-4.17), ra(^a) is a smooth point of supp(iV^) C Vw x IDQ,. Hence the 
multiplicity of M^g at z^ and the multiplicity of M^F at ^Q,/ coincide since they are 
the multiplicity of N® at rQ!(^Q;). Because V^a and T^i,^ are pullbacks of M^g and 
A^^1/8 respectively, their multiplicities at z coincide as well. This proves Lemma 4.7. 

The proof of Lemma 4.8 is similar, and will be left to the readers. 
Now we prove Lemma 4.9. The statement V fl £ = .Mals follows from the con- 

struction. The proof of the other statements are a combination of the proof of Lemma 
4.7 with the following comparison result: For any wa £ Za: there is a vector bundle 
homomorphism 

Soc ' Fa Xza Woe —► Vw x wa 

extending r)a(wa):Fa\Wcx -> Vw such that 

MT XZa W* = N^ XVwX^a Fa XZa Wa- 

This is true because Af^n is the come from dilating the graph of 0a, which is a 
Kuranishi map of the standard obstruction theory of the stable map /, by Lemma 
4.12. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9, and hence the main 
theorem. 
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